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A Nice Consulting Service
Nice Consulting advises companies in life sciences
on a range of strategic initiatives to maximize
opportunities and enable informed decisions that
support organizational objectives.
Within the Nice Consulting offering is Nice Match, a platform that connects
pharmaceutical and biotech companies with qualified, capable contract service
providers. Drawing on a global network of suppliers recruited by invitation only,
Nice Match facilitates partnerships around the development and manufacture
of drug substance and drug product for small- and large-molecule products.
Companies within the supplier network are vetted through Nice Match to ensure
they have the facilities, equipment, scientific expertise and capacity to meet the
specific requirements of projects that innovator and generics companies are
seeking to outsource.
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FOCUSING ON PATIENTS
ACROSS THE SUPPLY CHAIN

OPTIMIZING PROFITABILITY

Optimizing Profitability in
Drug Product Manufacturing
with Hard-Shell Capsules

ment settings is also important to ensure
consistent operation from batch to batch
and reduces setup time and material.
During product setup, ensure machine
and capsule performance first by running
the empty capsules through each step of
the process to verify that rectification,
closing and ejecting all run smoothly

> BY DAVID ALVARO, Ph.D., NICE INSIGHT
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dosage forms, it is clear

ing process, which introduces additional
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our third issue of Pharma’s Alma-

chain, but rather are considering a range

are more simple to formulate and easier

up. The same formulation can be used on

provement projects helps everyone work

nac for 2018, which is also my first

of patient needs and concerns to inform

to produce. With support from the right

low-output and high-speed capsule fill-

synergistically on common goals, pro-

as Scientific Editorial Director. I

and optimize all operations.

partner in terms of quality, technical ser-

ing machines — this is not often the case

viding an opportunity to discuss prob-

The overall transformation of the indus-

vices and training, drug manufacturers

when switching from low- to high-speed
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that exploration.

While drug companies and their outsourcing partners continue to seek ways

CapsCanada produces both
standard and customized
hard-shell capsules and offers
extensive training and technical
support to our customers.

are joined properly. Defective capsules

CapsCanada customers benefit from

can get stuck in the filling machine and

the extensive expertise of our techni-

may also lead to defects in the filled cap-

cal services team, whose members each

sules, such as splits, pinholes, cap tucks

have 20+ years of experience working

Our contributors for this issue repre-

to increase quality and efficiency, expand

sent a wide spectrum of service providers

capabilities and capacity and simplify the

in the industry, offering thought leader-

supply chain, it is important not to lose

ship on diverse topics affecting CDMOs,

sight of the real goal behind the entire

Hard-Shell Benefits

and body folds — all of which can result

with a range of equipment and formula-

engineering firms, logistics providers and,

enterprise: to put high-quality life-saving

The use of hard capsules simplifies the

in under-filled capsules, increasing the

tion types. Our technical services team

critically, the pharma and biopharma com-

and life-supporting medicines into the

development and manufacturing of OSD

amount of loss per batch.

dramatically improves operations pro-

panies that they engage. The topics cov-

hands of the patients that need them.

forms. Compared with other OSD manu-

When these defects occur, operators

ductivity — in one case, a client shared

ered here range from growth and strate-

facturing, the hard-shell capsule produc-

are challenged to identify the source.

their experience where CapsCanada

gic partnerships to clinical trial logistics,

tion process is relatively simple (filling

Large particle sizes in the formulation,

training helped reduce capsule inspec-

viral vector analytics and the engineering

of the capsule body, placement of the

worn tooling in the capsule filler, weak

tions by nearly 75%, while increasing run

of gene therapy manufacturing facilities.

cap on the body and sealing/banding).

sidewalls in the capsules and poor set-

rates and efficiencies. CapsCanada of-

Pharmaceutical and biotech companies

Formulation is also easier, and raw mate-

up of the machine must be considered

fers several levels of training, including

continue to outsource many operations,

rial costs tend to be lower because fewer

when troubleshooting. Problem-solving

monthly webinars, on-site classroom ed-

but they are increasingly looking to de-

excipients are required. Preparation of

requires stopping the machine to diag-

ucation and hands-on machine training.

velop long-term strategic partnerships to

product for filling into capsules is also

nose the issue, where downtime can be

sustain growth and streamline their sup-

generally less intensive compared with

significant.

ply chains.

granulation.

P

The numerous benefits of hard-shell
capsules are best realized through col-

A quality capsule supplier will utilize

laboration with a partner that has exper-

At the same time, all links on the supply

Tablet presses apply more stress on

automated inspection equipment to re-

tise in all aspects of formulation and pro-

chain are being reevaluated and, in some

the active ingredient, and tablet formula-

move visibly identifiable nonconformi-

duction. Become a CapsCanada Partner

cases, transformed by the growing trend

tions must address the challenges of flow,

ties, an approach that reduces defect

by switching to our premium hard-shell

toward patient-centric approaches. As de-

compressibility (without sticking), fri-

levels far beyond traditional acceptance

capsules and take advantage of the ex-

tailed in both the Nice Insight Overview

ability and bioavailability through proper

quality limit (AQL) criteria. Testing of fill

tensive training and technical support

and the feature article in this issue, phar-

dissolution. The capabilities of the two-

materials in advance to make sure that

we offer to our customers at no cost.

Nice Insight’s Content Community

ma companies and their outsourcing part-

piece capsule and filling process natu-

they have the appropriate properties is

Reduce expenses and optimize your cap-

www.PharmasAlmanac.com

ners are no longer simply viewing patients

rally overcome most of these obstacles.

strongly advised. Documenting equip-

sule production with CapsCanada.
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NICE INSIGHT OVERVIEW: SUPPLY CHAIN

P

atient centricity may initially have been
a buzzword, but today pharmaceutical
companies have begun active patient
engagement programs that touch on all
aspects of their discovery, development
and manufacturing activities. That includes
members of the supply chain, from CROs and
CDMOs to raw material suppliers and distributors.

Unpacking the Drivers
Why has patient centricity become so important to the
pharmaceutical industry today? A confluence of factors is making the adoption of patient-focused drug
development essential.
Rapidly advancing technologies are a leading driver.
Patients have access to information about their diseases and are becoming not only more knowledgeable
but more active in the management of those diseases.
Social media facilitates communication among patient
populations, advocacy groups and pharma companies
developing new medicines. They not only expect but
demand that their voices are heard. At the same time,
big data, advanced analytics, artificial intelligence

PATIENT CENTRICITY
AND THE PHARMACEUTICAL
SUPPLY CHAIN:

AN EVOLVING
DYNAMIC
By Nigel Walker, Nice Insight
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What is Patient Centricity Today?

and other technologies are enabling the evaluation of

Patient centricity has been defined in a number of

data sets comprising results generated both in clinical

ways. The first definition, developed through a col-

trials and in post-marketing studies that can be used

laborative effort among AstraZeneca, patients and

to improve drug design.

caregivers, was proposed in 2017: “Putting the pa-

Regulatory agencies have taken steps to incorpo-

tient first in an open and sustained engagement of

rate the voice of the patient into the development

the patient to respectfully and compassionately

and approval processes. Both the U.S. Food and Drug

achieve the best experience and outcome for that

Administration (FDA)3 and the European Medicines

person and their family.”1 The group identified five

Agency (EMA)4 are working to incorporate patient

values important to patients seeking to take control

opinions into development. The FDA, for example,

of their own health: inclusiveness; sharing goals that

holds disease area–specific meeting with individual

are patient- and family-centered; empowering pa-

patients and patient groups. The FDA and the EMA

tients; showing respect, compassion and openness;

also formed the FDA/EMA Patient Engagement Clus-

and partnering. A set of 10 guiding principles were

ter in order to share best practices for patient selec-

also proposed that outline steps to achieving mean-

tion and training for drugs being developed to treat

ingful engagement with patients.1

cancer and orphan diseases.

Patients want pharma companies to focus on how

Patient input has already influenced the FDA’s de-

they deliver their products in order to make what they

cisions on several drugs, including a new melanoma

deliver “meaningful and impactful,” according to Guy

therapy approved in 2015.5 In May 2018, the agency

Yeoman, Vice President of Patient Centricity at As-

published a new policy on what constitutes an out-

traZeneca.1 “We need to partner with patients using

sourcing facility for drug compounding versus facili-

a common language and guided by agreed principles

ties used for the compounding of patient-specific pre-

and that patients have to be part of the process from

scriptions. Part of the reasoning given by the agency

the outset. We need to listen to patients, work with

was the need for healthcare providers and patients

them to co-create solutions and clearly communicate

to know the standards under which the compounded

in a mutually acceptable way and time,” he noted.2

drugs they purchase are made.6

PHARMASALMANAC.COM 7

There is also recognition that, if the pharmaceuti-

approach to drug development and regulatory review.”5

Many companies are also learning from

are located at the time they need them

are taking the first steps — leveraging

cal industry truly seeks to develop medications to im-

If done right, patient-centric drug development will

organizations that have experience col-

and in forms that are easy and convenient

patient advisory groups, working with col-

prove and extend patient lives, then patients should

not only improve clinical trial design but also promote

laborating with patients, including the

for them to use. Visibility and transpar-

laborative organizations and developing

dictate what and how those drugs should be delivered,

the best choices when it comes to formulation and

International Society for Pharmacoeco-

ency across the supply chain will be es-

internal programs designed to incorpo-

rather than pharma companies assuming what is best

delivery. The latter can lead to improved outcomes

nomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR),

sential if the pharmaceutical industry is

rate patient insights into their operations.

for them. There is a paradigm shift occurring, from a

through better medication adherence — a key problem

the Medical Device Innovation Consor-

to deliver patient-centric medications in

As these initiatives mature, collabora-

focus on profit itself to one that considers how that

in the industry today.10 The design of drugs for spe-

tium (MDIC), the European Patients’ Acad-

a cost-effective manner that meets the

tion expands, insights are shared and

profit is made and used.7 There is also a recognition

cific patient populations, such as children and the el-

emy on Therapeutic Innovation (EUPATI)

real needs of patients.12

standards are developed, the benefits will

that the industry needs to build trust with providers

derly, takes into consideration ease of swallowing and

and the International Federation of Phar-

Globalization of the supply chain has

be realized for all members of the supply

and patients before it can become truly patient-cen-

dosage frequency through extended-release forms.

maceutical Manufacturers & Associations

created numerous challenges for the

chain. Unmet patient needs will be better

tric and create additional societal value.8

Combination products can help reduce the number

(IFPMA).7

industry, but it also presents opportuni-

defined, leading to new drugs that better

ties to achieve that end-to-end visibility.

address them. Clinical trials will be short-

of medications that patients need to manage. Single-

If the pharmaceutical industry truly seeks to
develop medications to improve and extend
patient lives, then patients should dictate
what and how those drugs should be delivered,
rather than pharma companies assuming
what is best for them.

dose packaging eliminates the need to measure or

The Patient-Centric Supply Chain

Merck, for instance, is moving from the

er and provide better data. The result:

count and is more convenient for people who need to

In the traditional view of the pharmaceu-

traditional step-by-step approach to de-

more drugs that provide more value and

take medications on the go.11 The list of options is long

tical industry supply chain, the patient is

velopment, manufacturing, commercial-

enable enhanced medication adherence

indeed, and growing.

at the end of the chain, after discovery,

ization and distribution to a concurrent

for achievement of the ultimate goal:

development, manufacturing, distribution

planning model that allows for greater re-

better patient outcomes in terms of im-

and sales. With the new focus on patient

sponsiveness.12 Advances in cloud-based

proved health and extended lifetimes.

For pharmaceutical companies to become truly

centricity — combined with the advent of

management solutions are also facilitat-

patient-centric, transformation is needed from the

personalized medicine, next-generation

ing the move from linear management

top down. All aspects of the business — strategy, struc-

therapies that require manipulation of in-

of larger projects to the adaptive man-

ture and processes — must be revised to enable trans-

dividual patient samples in the drug man-

agement of a series of smaller projects.

parency and a patient-driven development process.7

ufacturing process and outcome-based

Digital technologies are also enabling the

reimbursement — this view of the supply

monitoring of cold-chain shipments, di-

chain must be redefined.

rect-to-patient delivery of medicines and

Industry Initiatives

Most pharmaceutical companies have at least
taken initial steps toward adopting a patient-centric

Clear Benefits

approach.

Indeed, the general consensus is that patient-centric

For one thing, the aging of the global

A few examples include:

Drug Information Association’s (DIA) 2017 Study of

+	
AbbVie developed a YouTube channel — Doctor’s

in-home collection of biologic samples.13

livery of medicines to patients where they

More Work to Do
Becoming a truly patient-centric industry

Patient-Centric Initiatives (PCIs) in Drug Develop-

Channel — for Israeli patients to access simplified,

requires significant effort and a complete

ment, which was conducted in collaboration with

medically approved information for over 114 diseases.8

change in the way pharmaceutical com-

researchers from the Tufts Center for the Study of

panies operate. Patients are all different;

Drug Development (Tufts CSDD). For clinical trials

+	
AstraZeneca implemented a multi-year PaCe (patient

they have different needs that depend not

in particular, expected benefits identified by the

centricity) pilot program to embed patient-centric

only on their specific diseases but also on

companies that participated in the study include

principles into its operations, which led to the routine

their individual backgrounds, personali-

faster trial subject recruitment, improved subject

incorporation of patient insight into protocol develop-

retention rates, reduction in the number of protocol

ment, among other changes. It has also developed a

amendments, lower cost and increased ease of study

“complete patient value model” with Medical Affairs

conduct and a greater number of patient-relevant

teams as the “gatekeeper” of patient centricity.8

endpoints. Overall, patient engagement leads to better outcomes and ensures that the right problems are

+	
GSK has committed to promoting “transparency of
clinical research” and “was the first company to grant

being addressed.
Another important finding of the study was that

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

population is increasing the need for de-

drug development is valuable — a key finding of the

8

P

access to anonymized patient data[.]” The company’s

many different approaches to patient-centric drug

“patient-level data access site has become a

development are currently being implemented, with

multisponsored portal.”7

If done right, patient-centric
drug development will not
only improve clinical trial
design but also promote the
best choices when it comes
to formulation and delivery.

ties, coping mechanisms and many other
characteristics. In addition, patients may
have expectations that differ significantly from those of their healthcare providers.7 Navigating these complex waters is
not an easy task.
Pharma companies and their contract
services providers (research organizations, manufacturers and logistics firms)
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little consensus on which methods are most effective. Newly implemented programs generally evolve

+	
Sanofi, through its partnership with patient-centric

over time to develop the resources and understand-

technology firm Science 37, is achieving higher enrollment

ing needed to be effective. Specific PCIs described

in clinical trials more quickly while using fewer resources.8

in the study as low cost but high benefit include advocacy group support and involvement, patient advisory panels and social media and online engagement.9
It is also important to remember, according to the
Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturer’s Asso-

+	
Shire increased the rate at which patients who fill out
start forms actually receive treatment by placing “a nurse
at the center of its patient-support efforts to coordinate
the process.”8

ciation (PhRMA), that developing “a science-based and

8 PHARMA’S ALMANAC

systematic approach to gathering patient input robust

+	
Takeda has focused on increasing the empathy of its

enough to support FDA’s regulatory decision making

employees for patients with IBD to introduce patient

is necessary to realize the goal of a patient-centered

centricity throughout the organization.8
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Biopharmaceutical drug developers are increasingly
relying on contract development and manufacturing
organizations (CDMOs) to provide the specialized
knowledge, expertise and technologies required to
accelerate the development and commercialization
of these important medicines. Dedicated CDMOs that
are focused solely on serving their customers — and
who can also provide integrated support throughout
the development cycle — have a distinct competitive
advantage in the biopharma market.

DEDICATED CDMO SERVICES
MEET CUSTOMER NEEDS
IN THE DYNAMIC
BIOPHARMA SECTOR

LONG-TERM EXPERIENCE IN BIOLOGICS DEVELOPMENT
As one of the world’s oldest biologics firms — developing
and producing biopharmaceuticals since 1974 — Rentschler
Biopharma is a pioneer in the field. We began working with
recombinant cell lines in 1979 and received the first ever
market approval for a natural interferon ß (Fiblaferon®) in
1983. We expanded our portfolio in 1989 with the approval of
Polyferon®, a recombinant interferon y.
Recognizing the growing need for dedicated contract
manufacturing support in the biopharma industry, Rentschler Biopharma restructured in 1997 as a dedicated service provider committed to providing development, manufacturing and consulting support to drug companies focused
on biologics.
Beginning in the 2010s, Rentschler Biopharma was one
of the first CDMOs to install 1000-L single-use (SU) bioreactors. We were also the first company to produce commercial

> BY FEDERICO POLLANO, RENTSCHLER BIOPHARMA SE

batches in a 2000-L SU bioreactor. Rentschler Biopharma
also leverages downstream disposable technologies, including SU chromatography, tangential flow and viral filtration
systems, which have been in use since 2010.
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Milestones in Rentschler
Biopharma's History
1927	Foundation as a pharmaceutical
manufacturer

on mammalian cell culture. We are a family-owned, 100% dedicated CDMO offering
end-to-end solutions throughout the life
cycle, while setting new standards in client focus, individual customized solutions
and reliability.

1974	
Installation of the biotechnology
division

A SMART BIOPROCESSING APPROACH

1979	
Started working with

Biologic drug substances are increas-

1983	
World’s first market approval for

ticated biomanufacturing is exceedingly

1989	
Approval of a recombinant

process analytics are driving the genera-

recombinant cell lines
a natural interferon- (Fiblaferon)
interferon-y (Polyferon)

	Approval of a topical
interferon- gel

1997	
Entered the business of contract

development and manufacturing
of biopharmaceuticals

ingly complex, and as such their sophis-

RENTSCHLER BIOPHARMA'S
END-TO-END SERVICES
COVER THE ENTIRE
BIOPHARMACEUTICAL
VALUE CHAIN FROM GENE
TO VIAL AND FROM
CLINIC TO MARKET.

must be standard and compliantly processed. Regulatory requirements are in-

As a pure service player, Rentschler

creasing while development timelines are

Biopharma

decreasing, making project management

capacities required by our customers

can

always

provide

more exciting and inspiring.

in a timely fashion. Our positioning as a
dedicated CDMO differentiates us from
competitors with mixed business models,

2008	
Extension of manufacturing

with a concurrent view toward the high-

because their proprietary development

est safety and product quality. Rent-

projects can compete for manufacturing

schler Biopharma has adopted a “smart

capacity with their customers’ projects.

bioprocessing” approach that enables

Because we only act as an outsourcing

the generation of robust and reproduc-

provider, there are no capacity or priority

ible cGMP-ready bioprocesses. Intensive

issues for our customers.

2014	
First project with the TurboCell™
technology platform

2015	
Manufacturing starts in the first
2,000 L single-use bioreactor

2016	
Expansion of manufacturing

capacity (2 × 3,000 L twin facility,
second 2,000 L single-use
bioreactor)

2017	
Alliance between Rentschler
Biopharma and Leukocare

	Strategic partnership between
Rentschler Biopharma and
Rentschler Fill Solutions

Rentschler Biopharma has been an

and iterative use of in silico approaches,

Rentschler

Biopharma’s

end-to-end

including bioinformatics, advanced mod-

services cover the entire biopharma-

eling tools and lab-scale analytics allow

ceutical value chain from gene to vial

optimization of critical steps that lead to

and from clinic to market. We are highly

reduced costs, time and effort.

specialized in mammalian cell culture

With this modular approach, Rent-

and offer tailored approaches, includ-

schler Biopharma is able to design and

ing solutions for next-generation bio-

implement scalable manufacturing pro-

pharmaceuticals designed to treat rare

cesses rapidly and efficiently. Processes

diseases. We seek to partner with our

are developed that meet desired criteria

clients to optimally support their com-

for overall yield, achieve critical quality

plex products and processes. Our goal is

attributes and include final downstream

to establish long-term, win–win strategic

processing specifications ready to scale

relationships with our customers.

up for production. The goal of smart bio-

Overall, Rentschler Biopharma is a

processing is to front-load critical ana-

solution partner. We help customers take

lytic steps to optimize and verify process

their ideas from genetic engineering all

designs as early as possible, even before

the way through fill and finish, with GMP

moving into small-scale production.

production of both clinical and commercial quantities. Projects are supported by

outsourcing partner for more than 130 clients, providing contract development and

TRULY DEDICATED CDMO

the elaboration of optimal global regu-

manufacturing of biopharmaceuticals in

Rentschler Biopharma is committed to

latory approval strategies from clinical

mammalian cell culture for small, medium

remaining an independent and dedicated

studies to market approval, including the

and large pharma and biotech companies

CDMO. Our former CEO Prof. Dr. Niko-

compilation of all required documenta-

around the world. We have experience

laus F. Rentschler continues to be ac-

tion (IMPD/IND CMC-Parts, Module 3 of

with over 250 different biomolecules,

tively involved in the company, serving as

BLA/NDA/MAA).

including antibodies, fusion proteins,

Chairman of the Supervisory Board. The

enzymes, cytokines and growth factors.

organizational structure of the company

STRATEGIC ALLIANCES ENABLE

Continued investments in state-of-the-

is designed to allow efficient decision-

END-TO-END SUPPORT

art equipment, innovation and partner-

making and rapid responses to changing

To further support customers as a pure

ships have positioned Rentschler Bio-

industry dynamics, within the framework

high-quality service player, Rentschler

pharma among the global leaders focused

of a long-term perspective.

Biopharma has established a strategic
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• Family-owned company, thinking globally and
focused exclusively on our client projects

the

to improve efficiency and productivity

combined head and power plant

• Experts in cell culture bioprocess
development and manufacturing

tion of massive quantities of data that

2006	
Foundation of Rentschler Inc.

2013	
Implementation of own

A world-class
biopharmaceutical CDMO

challenging. Advances in automation and

There is consequently a strong drive

facilities (1 × 3,000 L stainless
steel; 2 × 1,000 L single-use
bioreactors)

Passion for Performance

• Biopharma pioneer with commitment to
advanced technology and innovation leadership
• Extensive track record, 40 years of experience
and quality made in Germany

Our partners: one contact – one contract – one quality

Best-in-class formulations
provide significant
competitive advantages

Rentschler Biopharma SE
Erwin-Rentschler-Str. 21 · 88471 Laupheim · Germany
info@rentschler-biopharma.com · www.rentschler-biopharma.com

Best-in-class facilities
for aseptic filling
and lyophilization
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alliance with formulation expert Leuko-

to attack new therapeutic targets and

care and a strategic partnership with fill-

address unmet needs in new therapeutic

finish provider Rentschler Fill Solutions.

areas: immuno-oncology drugs, personal-

Leukocare specializes in formulation

ized medicines and engineered antibod-

technology and is the exclusive formula-

ies are being developed to treat cancer,

tion developer for Rentschler Biopharma.

metabolic disorders, rare diseases and

We are the first and only CDMO to use

many other disorders.

Leukocare’s patented SPS® formulation

These new modalities are also leading

technology (SPS® = Stabilizing and Pro-

to the development of new manufacturing

tecting Solutions). SPS® technology espe-

technologies and optimized processes.

cially improves the stability of antibodies

The yield of cell culture processes, for

at temperatures above the freezing point

instance, has increased dramatically in

and even up to room temperature. This

the last five years, and future require-

enhanced stability provides tremendous

ments for bioprocessing will undoubtedly

advantages in terms of production and

be different than they are today.

OUTSO U R CING S OLUTIO N S

David Brett, Ph.D.

Team Leader Product and Service Management
Vetter Pharma International GmbH

STRATEGIC MANUFACTURINGG

Aspects to Consider
on the Way to a Tailored
Manufacturing Strategy

tered by healthcare workers paid per
administration step. If an organization
chooses the parallel development approach, the regulatory pathway can also
be pursued in parallel.

Choosing the Right Partner

rug development and manu-

the commercialization strategy must be

It is never too early to involve a manu-

facturing is demanding. To

considered from the start.

facturing partner. Selecting the right
outsourcing organization is critical — the

achieve the best results from

wrong choice can mean having to switch

manufacturing, an organization must

Proven Strategies from a CDMO
Perspective

with clients and key opinion leaders, Rent-

consider all possible alternatives and

There are many dosage options, includ-

sulting in costly risks, such as failure

America have expressed interest in Rent-

schler Biopharma has been exploring the

strategies around production. For a phar-

ing full vial development, full syringe/

to produce, loss of valuable API or trial

schler Biopharma’s novel approach in

social megatrends that will impact our busi-

maceutical or biotech company, it is

full cartridge development and parallel

delays. A local CDMO or formulation

leveraging Leukocare’s SPS® technology

ness. We are determining where we want

our substantial knowledge of molecular

critical to consider not only drug devel-

development approaches. The best route

company with extended small-scale fill-

and are integrating customized solutions

to be as a company and how we can pre-

entities into new biomolecules, such as

opment but also to develop a thoughtful

is highly dependent on the product’s attri-

ing services may be an adequate partner

early in their development processes. In

pare Rentschler Biopharma for the future.

bispecific antibodies and other new thera-

commercial manufacturing strategy de-

butes, the market requirements and the

at the start of a project; however, when

many cases, they are looking to replace

In anticipation of these changing needs

peutic modalities.

signed to achieve success in the market.

commercialization strategy. The majority

the drug product completes early clinical

standard formulations with features that

and to ensure that Rentschler Biopharma

Collaboration with customers and other

A manufacturing strategy should be con-

of new products are initially filled in vial

phases, these partners may not be able to

extend the unique qualities of their mol-

remains an innovator and leader in bio-

strategic partners will remain a funda-

sidered as soon as the drug development

form; this approach is preferred because

offer the additional services needed for

ecules. Rentschler Biopharma is serv-

pharmaceuticals, we have launched our

mental aspect of our approach going for-

process begins. Often, the best decision

dosing studies are easier to carry out and

larger-scale production.

ing as a partner and advisor for these

Strategy 2025 initiative. Strategy 2025

ward. Close collaboration with customers

Ideally, a pharma or biotech company

development programs and establishing

will address all aspects of our develop-

facilitates the expedient development of

will select a manufacturing partner with

an effective path for new biologics with

ment and manufacturing activities, from

tailored and optimized solutions. We will

first-in-class potential. These customers

the platform technologies we need, to how

also continue to invest in added produc-

»

are realizing competitive advantages,

our people and facilities will operate in the

tion capacities and capabilities to meet

shorter development timelines, cost sav-

future and what our customers will expect

our customers’ growing demand as their

ings and extended patent protections.

from a company like Rentschler Biophar-

projects move to late-stage clinical trials

The partnership with Rentschler Fill

ma. The initiative is driven by innovation

and commercialization. Through our Strat-

Solutions provides access to a brand new,

and seeks to reinforce Rentschler Biophar-

egy 2025 initiative, we have identified the

state-of-the-art fill-finish facility for the

ma’s position as a technology leader.

steps that must be taken to remain a global

Fundamental Questions

purification, as well as storage, handling

IN ANTICIPATION OF
THE CHANGING NEEDS
AND TO ENSURE
THAT RENTSCHLER
BIOPHARMA REMAINS
AN INNOVATOR
AND LEADER IN
BIOPHARMACEUTICALS,
WE HAVE LAUNCHED
OUR STRATEGY 2025
INITIATIVE.

FUTURE-ORIENTED STRATEGIES

a complex cold chain.

Through extensive in-depth discussions

Customers in both Europe and North

production of clinical and commercial bio-

To do so, we will expand into regions

independent, family-owned and 100% ded-

logic drug products, including liquid and

where Rentschler Biopharma has not been

icated CDMO offering flexible solutions

lyophilized formulations. Rentschler Fill

very active in the past. We will also broaden

and exceeding customer expectations.

clinical trials to commercial

partners in the middle of a project, re-

Integrated Drug Development Process

comprehensive development and manu-

SOURCE: Vetter Pharma International GmbH

Small Molecule
or Biologics

DRUG DEVELOPMENT

»

»

Pre-clinical Development
Clinical Development
Regulatory
Manufacturing/Quality/Packaging
PRE-CLINIC

»

PHASE I

»

PHASE II

»

PHASE III

facturing capabilities, global operations
Prescribing Information

and transportation, reducing the need for

»

PHASE IV

and broad and long-standing expertise.
The selected partner organization must
offer a range of services, from early development support to clinical filling,
commercial manufacturing and various
Patient
Application

»

packaging solutions — and they must also
possess strong regulatory experience
and provide advice through all phases
and processes.

P

Solutions is the exclusive partner for Rent-

for a company’s bottom line is to rely on

there is a clear regulatory path. Vials are

schler Biopharma’s fill-finish manufactur-

an experienced manufacturing partner,

also preferred for companies dealing

Seeking a Global Leader Like Vetter

ing projects. Importantly, Rentschler Fill

with regard to the cost of development

with highly restricted resources, includ-

Vetter is a global CDMO that specializes

Solutions operates under a quality sys-

and time-related expenses.

ing budget or market entry strategy. How-

in aseptic manufacturing of prefilled sy-

ever, there are always exceptions.

ringes, cartridges and vials. Because of

tem consistent with that of Rentschler

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

To help make sure that the partnership

Biopharma, which dramatically simplifies

Federico Pollano

with the contract development and man-

technology transfer.

Senior Vice President Business Development, Rentschler Biopharma SE

In collaboration with Leukocare and
pharma supports customers across the
entire value chain for biopharmaceuticals.
LEVERAGING KEY TRENDS FOR
CUSTOMER SUCCESS
Biologic drugs are clearly claiming an
increasing share of the pharmaceutical
market. Novel biomolecules are designed

GLOBAL PHARMACEUTICAL SUPPLY CHAIN TRENDS

our extensive experience with biologics

ufacturing organization (CDMO) is mutu-

(e.g., prefilled syringes or a pen/cartridge

and other complex compounds — includ-

ally beneficial, certain factors must be

combination) can be advantageous when

ing monoclonal antibodies, peptides, in-

located in Laupheim, Germany. He has nearly 30 years of experience
in pharmaceuticals and biopharmaceuticals, mainly in senior and
executive positions at the following companies: Polpharma Biologics,
Richter-Helm BioTec, Helm, BioGeneriX, Glaxo Wellcome and
Zambon. Pollano studied biology at Bielefeld University in
Germany and at the German Primate Center, Göttingen, Germany.

determined. First, what are the market

developing a new product or biosimilar

terferons and vaccines — we are able to

requirements and the product attributes,

for which an approved treatment or pat-

support customers’ products from early

including dosage form? Does the partner

ented biologic exists. It is best to begin

clinical development to global market

organization have the capacity and expe-

parallel development after dose-finding

supply. We offer state-of-the-art technol-

rience to tackle the project? Will the drug

studies (phase IIb) have been conducted.

ogy and innovative processes to promote

be developed for out-licensing purposes,

Parallel development is most beneficial

product quality and maximize API yields.

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/federico-pollano-36a968120/
Email federico.pollano@rentschler-biopharma.com

or will it also be commercialized by the

when dealing with less price-sensitive

As a result of all these capabilities and

company — and if so, in what markets? To

markets where there is a need to attract

more, we are a strategic choice when se-

establish the correct type of partnership,

patients or for drugs that are adminis-

lecting an outsource partner.

Federico Pollano is Senior Vice President at Rentschler Biopharma,

Rentschler Fill Solutions, Rentschler Bio-
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OUTSOURCING SOLUTIONS

OUTSO U R CING S OLUTIO N S

Elise Mous

Director Sales & Marketing / Business Development
Capua BioServices S.p.A.

People, Expertise and
Dedication are Key to
Successful Strategic
Partnerships

Dennis Kearney

Pharmaceutical Core Team Leader
CRB USA

FERMENTATION PROCESSES

exciting new strategic partnership, we
are revamping existing fermentation
capacity and constructing a clientdedicated

downstream

processing

(DSP) facility that will be launched in

MULTI-PRODUCT MANUFACTURING

Leveraging Offsite Fabrication
in the Pharma Industry

October 2018.

engineers, tradespeople and fabricators
at the earliest stages of a project — often
leveraging the expertise of offsite fabricators early in the design. Some pharma
procurement groups struggle transitioning from a traditional design–bid–build
process to one of integrated partner-

Case Study: Collaboration

he pharmaceutical industry

cal/electrical modules and process and

for Acceleration

ships. CRB has, however, seen that this

is evolving rapidly. New facili-

utility skids, among other elements, can

approach actually provides our clients

To meet the urgent need for a cost-ef-

ties for the production of next-

be fabricated offsite and then trans-

with much higher levels of cost certainty.

fective second supplier of an existing

generation medicines must

ported for quick installation. Our North

product, Capua designed a dedicated

be designed and built quickly and cost-

Carolina office targets a minimum of

apua BioServices (“Capua”)

research and microbiology and bio-

onboarding

includes

effectively while ensuring the highest

25% of all project construction work to

has been executing fermen-

logical process improvement and repre-

early and direct involvement of the

possible levels of quality and safety dur-

be executed offsite.

tation processes for over

sents a turning point when it comes to

technology, manufacturing and supply

ing construction, commissioning and

50 years, and, thanks to our

fitting and scaling new processes into

chain departments; a joint, continuous

start-up. Offsite fabrication of facility

Many Advantages

highly experienced staff, the company

our facility. Luigi Attaianese (Head of

improvement program; and transpar-

components and equipment can help

Leveraging offsite fabrication offers a

has been able to develop into a con-

Technical Site Services, HSE and Secu-

ent and frequent communication. Tech-

drug manufacturers achieve these goals.

range of benefits, including improved

tract development and manufactur-

rity departments) joined Capua in 2011.

nology transfer was completed and the

Prefabrication has been used in

safety, schedule predictability and re-

ing organization (CDMO) with a strong

He brings 32 years of experience in en-

first commercially viable products sold

building construction for decades. In-

duced costs. Fabrication of facility

reputation that enables the rapid de-

gineering in HSE and plays a key role in

in the market within three months.

terest in offsite construction — includ-

components in a controlled, offsite en-

velopment and scale-up of optimized

ongoing expansion projects.

After two years, the yield per batch was

ing

modularization,

vironment is safer than at the job site.

improved by 220% and overall capac-

Quantifiable Dedication

preassembly and offsite multitrade

Moving the construction/assembly of

ity by more than 300%, with the over-

Adding Value to Strategic Partnerships

fabrication — has renewed in the face

components offsite also reduces the

Building strategic partnerships is all

all cost of goods and quality exceeding

of growing building project complexity,

number and density of laborers working

While all CDMO projects flow from

about dedicating people to work togeth-

the joint set targets. Capua continues

increasing pressure to avoid cost over-

on the job site, which leads to a safer

Moving to Offsite Fabrication with CRB

technology transfer through scale-up,

er, so that all available expertise is ac-

to invest in our people, processes and

runs and scheduling delays.

work environment.

These challenges can be overcome

at Capua we recognize that true value

cessible for a project’s success. Within

facilities to continuously create growth

is added by developing a tailored pro-

Capua, we have the experts to orches-

opportunities.

cess designed to fit the specific needs

trate and manage complex and highly

of each client, and creating customized

manufacturing solutions.

program

that

prefabrication,

CRB has extensive
experience identifying and
communicating the best
opportunities for offsite
fabrication early in the process
and applies this knowledge
to each new project.

A 2017 survey conducted by the con-

Overall project timelines are dramat-

by engaging a design and construc-

sulting firm FMI provides some insight

ically reduced because components are

tion firm with demonstrated success

An early-stage client — in urgent need

into the current use of prefabrication in

fabricated concurrently with construc-

leveraging offsite fabrication. CRB has

demanding procedures while maintain-

of a knowledgeable CDMO — selected

the United States.1 More than 100 owner

tion of the building structure — and do

extensive experience identifying and

solutions within a standard framework

ing the flexibility to react specifically to

Capua to implement a joint fast-track

members participated in the survey, 11%

not require a permit to initiate. Offsite

communicating the best opportunities

maximizes the likelihood of success.

the dynamics of the individual project.

development program with the potential

of whom were involved in pharmaceuti-

fabrication minimizes project sched-

for offsite fabrication early in the pro-

The use of a matrix approach involving

The project and business managers are

to build a long-term strategic relation-

cal manufacturing. Two-thirds of respon-

ule risks due to weather or a lack of site

cess and applies this knowledge to each

effective internal collaborations with-

key; Capua experts work directly with

ship. Although no clear decision had

dents reported that the offsite construc-

resources — which also improves cost

new project. We work closely with major

in multidisciplinary teams is another

clients to facilitate progress. The proj-

been made on technology and develop-

tion environment is different than it was

certainty.

trade contractors from the earliest stag-

way that Capua benefits our customers.

ect flow, communication frequency and

ment scope, project kickoff, technology

just three years ago, with this change

Cost savings can also be realized by im-

overall approach are adjusted to meet

transfer and the first significant pro-

attributed primarily to labor shortages

proving labor efficiency, minimizing con-

the specific needs of each client.

cess development milestones (including

and increasing cost and schedule pres-

struction waste and reducing the overall

Our teams leverage the latest 3D mod-

scope changes) were completed within

sures. Other factors include access to

time to manage and deliver a project.

eling techniques to integrate design

People and Expertise
Over many years, our experienced staff

es of a project to jointly develop a successful build strategy.

have gained an invaluable breadth and

Investing in Partnerships

six months. A process for the sustain-

improved technologies, as well as height-

Additionally, the standardization of com-

efforts from all partners into a single

depth of knowledge that is applied to

Since 2015, we have run both operation-

able manufacture of first batches was

ened concerns about safety, risk and in-

ponents affords greater flexibility and

model. The result is a smooth process

each new project. Our average company

al and capital expenditure programs for

ready after one year, with further opti-

creased quality issues.

scalability.2 Production of components

that helps CRB’s clients realize the huge

seniority is currently 15 years. Gerald

Capua’s dedicated pharma-grade and

mization underway and scale-up expect-

in a controlled environment allows for

benefits of offsite fabrication.

Hofmann (Head of the Technology De-

food-grade facilities to increase capac-

ed within the next 6–12 months.

velopment department) joined Capua in

ity and flexibility. To further broaden

2010, bringing extensive experience in

our service spectrum, Capua invested

fermentation process technology and

in a new spray-drying capacity in 2017

tise, together at the right times — all the

CRB has been leveraging offsite con-

A New Frontier

optimization. Stefano La Porta (Senior

and opened a dedicated process de-

References

while working closely with our clients.

struction for more than a decade. It is a

Offsite fabrication is a new approach for

1. Hoover, Sabine, Jay Snyder, Ethan Cowles. “New Day,

Process Feasibility & Quotation Ex-

velopment laboratory in early 2018; we

This allows us to jointly focus on what is

standard practice to evaluate the use of

many pharmaceutical companies. Maxi-

New Mindset: Rethinking Offsite Construction.” Rep. FMI.

pert) joined Capua in 2012; he has over

will continue to add new development

needed by whom, and by when, in order

offsite construction for every project.

mizing the benefits of this approach

17 years of experience in scientific

equipment in the future. As part of an

to create truly shared success.

Cleanroom walls and ceilings, mechani-

requires the involvement of architects,
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Prefabrication in the Pharma Industry

repeatability, reduced rework and more

At Capua, our focus is on bringing in

As a design and engineering firm fo-

reliable quality.2

the right people, with the right exper-

cused on the pharmaceutical industry,

P

P

2018. Web.
2. Bohn, Eric. “Deciding When To Use Modular
Construction.” Pharmaceutical Technology. 40: 45–46 (2016).
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> CELL AND GENE THERAPY/ANALYTICS

ANALYTICAL
METHODOLOGIES
UTILIZED IN THERAPEUTIC
VIRAL VECTOR
MANUFACTURING
>	BY SUSHMA OGRAM, Ph.D., TONY DEFUSCO, AND RICHARD SNYDER, Ph.D.,
BRAMMER BIO

Expertise in a wide variety of analytical techniques is
required for the detection and characterization of the
protein and nucleic acid components of viral vector
products and any impurities. Analyses of process- and
product-related impurities are performed to ensure the
manufacture of high-quality therapeutic viral vectors.
In many cases, customized assays must be developed.
CDMOs that can provide innovative, rapid, and robust
analytical methods provide a competitive advantage
to their clients.

MANY DIFFERENT ANALYTES

impurities

SA) using specific antibodies, quantitative

viral elements in common, while others

During the manufacture of viral vectors,

generated during manufacturing include

Potential

process-related

polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) or digi-

are unique to specific genetic elements

impurities with varying compositions

proteins and nucleic acids derived from

tal-droplet PCR (ddPCR) assays with spe-

within the viral vector. An effective PCR

and physicochemical properties can be

both the production cells and production

cific targeted amplicons, SDS-PAGE and

strategy must distinguish between the

generated during both upstream and

viruses used to manufacture the thera-

capillary electrophoresis, HPLC, analyti-

therapeutic transgene contained within

downstream processing steps or derived

peutic vectors. In addition, impurities

cal ultracentrifugation (AUC), FACS and

the viral vector and its cellular counter-

from raw and starting materials. Impuri-

related to the viral vector product itself,

mass spectrometry.

part that resides in the production cells

ties originating from cell-culture media

such as unpackaged viral vector genomes

can include media components and other

(RNA or DNA) and empty or partially filled

VIRAL VECTORS POSE UNIQUE CHALLENGES

The concentration of the viral vector (viral

additives. Particular attention is required

capsids, can be generated. Process steps

While many techniques used for the char-

titer) in the drug product is determined

for safety testing of animal-derived raw

to reduce these impurities and methods

acterization of viral vectors are similar to

by qPCR or ddPCR. qPCR relies on a plas-

materials and the cell and viral banks for

to monitor their reduction have been

those used for conventional biopharma-

mid DNA standard curve to calculate the

potential adventitious viral and other mi-

developed and implemented. The accept-

ceuticals, viral vectors present several

viral titer. The selection of the PCR tar-

crobiological contaminants.

able limits of these impurities need to be

unique challenges. One fundamental is-

get sequence, the design of the primer/

Impurities from downstream process-

established and included in the list that

sue is the incomplete understanding of

probe and the conformation of the DNA

ing can include surfactants and emulsi-

also includes the critical quality attri-

viruses and how they function, which can

template used in the standard curve all

fiers, chromatographic resin ligands and

butes of the viral vector drug product.

complicate certain analytical methods.

influence the robustness of the qPCR as-

Unlike conventional biologics, viral vec-

say and can contribute to variability. For

chemicals used for inactivating adventi-
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or cells used in QC for infectious titering.

tious agents. Single-use biocontainers

ANALYTICS DEMAND A RANGE

tors comprise both protein and nucleic

certain vector systems, the viral genome

and other components are a potential

OF EXPERTISE

acid components. As a result, methods

titer is used to calculate patient dosing;

source of extractables and leachables.

Given the broad range of impurities that

are employed to characterize the viral

efforts are underway to reduce the vari-

Although manufacturing and purifica-

can be present in viral vector drug sub-

capsid or envelope and the encapsidated

ability associated with the qPCR assay

tion processes typically utilize closed

stance/drug product, comprehensive anal-

vector genome. qPCR and ddPCR can

by using ddPCR, which does not require

systems, the potential introduction of

ysis requires the use of diverse analytical

detect specific elements within the viral

a standard curve and instead allows abso-

biological contaminants must be closely

techniques. Common methods include

vector genome. Some targets are univer-

lute quantification of the vector genome

controlled and monitored.

enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELI-

sal across different products with similar

titer. It is also important that full-length
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Brammer Bio works with many clients

sequencing of the viral vector genome

Replication-incompetent viral vectors

For projects on accelerated timelines

is performed to ensure that no deletions

are designed to be incapable of viral

(e.g., Fast Track and Priority Review des-

dealing

or rearrangements have occurred during

replication in the host. However, it is

ignations), it is also necessary to factor

timelines and recognizes the need for

procedures in place to evaluate incom-

manufacturing.

important to confirm that a replication-

in the time needed to produce sufficient

greater efficiency in viral vector analyt-

ing materials. If lot-to-lot variability is

ELISA is used to quantify the number of

competent virus was not inadvertently

material for the development of custom-

ics. We develop innovative, reliable solu-

a possibility, bridging studies are con-

viral particles and to verify the identity of

generated via recombination during the

ized assays, to complete the analytical

tions that comply with global regulatory

ducted to confirm that the variability of

the vector class and capsid. For example,

production of the viral vector. Safety

development and qualification work and

requirements while reducing the time

the materials will not impact in-process,

conformational antibodies to specific AAV

tests are designed to detect the pres-

to generate sufficient quantities of refer-

needed to complete important assays in

release or stability test performance.

capsid serotypes are used to detect intact

ence of replication-competent vector and

ence standard for each product. A clear

order to accelerate lot release time.

The Brammer Bio team takes great pride

capsids (as opposed to free capsid proteins

are performed on the final drug product

understanding of the regulatory require-

Additionally, Brammer Bio develops our

in our ability to support gene and cell

or subassemblies), and the p24 ELISA is

using carefully selected cell lines. These

ments and expertise to develop optimized,

own high-throughput analytical methods.

therapy development from clinical tri-

used to quantify the lentiviral capsid. Both

are cumbersome assays but are critical to

robust assays is therefore important.

For example, we established a custom

als to commercial supply, and in addi-

assays can be used to determine the total

establish the safety of each viral vector

high-throughput lentiviral vector infec-

tion to our manufacturing capacity and

particle titer. Finally, the unavailability of

product lot.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND HIGH-

tious titer assay in which infected cell

expertise, the capability for viral vector

THROUGHPUT DEVELOPMENTS

lysates can be directly used in the qPCR

analytical testing can ensure that these
products are safe, pure and potent.

with

shortened

development

serotype-specific antibodies makes it a

The type of viral vector (e.g., enveloped

challenge to quantify viral particles and

vs. non-enveloped) must also be taken

The considerable time required for in-pro-

reaction, without having to purify the tar-

provide serotype identity for chimeric se-

into consideration. Enveloped viruses

cess, release and stability testing that rely

get cell DNA. This assay not only reduces

rotypes of adeno-associated viral vectors.

pose additional purification and storage

on many assays and diverse technologies

the time required from 72 hours to less

ELISA or qPCR methods are used to

issues. It is important to maintain the

is a significant issue. Regulatory expec-

than 48 hours but also increases the num-

measure the viral particle concentration

integrity of the vector during purifica-

tations for greater sensitivity, specific-

ber of samples that can be analyzed.

in the product. Cell-based assays are also

tion, sampling and handling, as it directly

ity and accuracy are pushing the limits of

required to evaluate the infectivity of viral

impacts its infectivity and the results in

existing analytical technologies. There is

ROBUST ASSAYS ESSENTIAL

vectors. The infectious assays provide

the QC laboratory. For example, with ade-

a need to improve the efficiency and cost

Assays for therapeutic viral vector prod-

information on how many viral particles

novirus, it is essential to establish that the

of method development, as well as the on-

uct and impurity analyses must not only

in the product are infectious. To estab-

fiber proteins are not damaged, because

going monitoring and testing of products

meet requirements for sensitivity, speci-

lish the infectious assay, it is essential

a loss of these proteins results in reduced

and impurities using validated methods.

ficity and accuracy but also be highly

to identify the appropriate cell line that

vector infectivity and product potency. In

Additional methods are under devel-

robust. During method development, it

is permissive for transduction by the

addition, viral vectors can harbor DNA or

opment for the analysis of viral vectors.

is essential to consider the conditions

viral vector. Once the cell line is identi-

RNA genomes. With RNA viruses, such as

ddPCR for vector product and residual

under which the analysis will be per-

fied, a qualified QC reagent cell bank is

retroviral and lentiviral vectors, it is nec-

host-cell DNA analyses are two examples

formed once the vector enters into com-

established to support the infectious titer

essary to convert the RNA genome into

wherein reduced variability is observed

mercial production. Ease of implemen-

assay. In addition, the potency of the vec-

DNA before quantification.

compared with qPCR. AUC enables sepa-

tation on analytical equipment that is

Challenges not unique to viral vec-

ration and analysis of empty and full AAV

modern, with high sensitivity, accuracy

assays are product specific: indicator

tors but demanding deep understanding

or adenovirus capsids in one step, with

and throughput, is essential.

cells are infected with the vector, and the

of both viral vector manufacturing and

less variability compared with conven-

At Brammer Bio, we understand that

expression of the transgene product is

analytical

matrix

tional approaches, which require two dif-

our clients are moving quickly from

detected using methods that measure the

effects, which can differ for samples

ferent methods (e.g., qPCR and ELISA).

early- to later-stage development phases

expression/activity of the transgene prod-

taken at each stage of the production

The adoption of new methods by industry

and to commercialization. We develop

uct (e.g., RT-PCR, ELISA or FACS).

process. The different matrices can

and regulatory authorities, particularly

robust assays that can support clinical

impact the performance of an assay and

those developed as alternatives to estab-

development

must be considered while developing

lished cell-based assays, can be a slow

facturing. Brammer Bio’s development

and qualifying assays. For quantifica-

process.

and QC teams work closely with the

ASSAYS FOR THE
THERAPEUTIC VIRAL
VECTOR PRODUCT AND
IMPURITIES MUST
NOT ONLY MEET
REQUIREMENTS
FOR SENSITIVITY,
SPECIFICITY AND
ACCURACY BUT ALSO
BE HIGHLY ROBUST.
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include

and

commercial

and

have

comprehensive

analytical

WE DEVELOP INNOVATIVE,
RELIABLE SOLUTIONS
THAT COMPLY WITH
GLOBAL REGULATORY
REQUIREMENTS WHILE
REDUCING THE TIME
NEEDED TO COMPLETE
IMPORTANT ASSAYS IN
ORDER TO ACCELERATE
LOT RELEASE TIME.

P
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tor must be established; these cell-based

processes

assays, conduct regular vendor audits

manu-
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tion of the residual host cell proteins,

Automation of sample preparation can

QA department during the development

the field currently relies on a limited set

accelerate both the development of new

process to establish methods that will

of commercial kits that are available for

methods and the analysis of in-process

provide practical support for commer-

residual host cell protein (HCP) analysis,

and product-release samples using cur-

cial GMP production. In addition, our

and a need exists to develop more sensi-

rent methods. It also has the added ben-

assays are qualified for clinical manu-

tive, customized methods to quantify and

efit of increasing reproducibility. Reduc-

facturing support and require a limited

Tony DeFusco

identify residual HCPs.

ing assay times through the introduction

and defined amount of additional work

Director, Quality Control (Alachua Site), Brammer Bio

A significant consideration for viral

of automation and high-throughput tech-

for validation. This approach ensures

vector analytics is the relatively small lot

nologies allows for faster lot character-

a high probability of successful valida-

sizes, which limit the availability of suf-

ization and release time. Brammer Bio

tion at later phases and reduces time to

ficient material for method development,

employs

commercialization.

assay qualification/validation and stabil-

handlers and robotic cell dispensing, to

To further support the rapid develop-

ity testing. There is much less material

speed up sample preparation for a variety

ment of effective and robust analytical

made during viral vector manufacturing

of assays. In addition, Brammer Bio uses

methods for the characterization of viral

than the manufacturing of conventional

novel approaches to rapidly quantify viral

vectors, we have established specifica-

biologics, such as monoclonal antibodies.

particles, such as Virocyt technology.

tions for critical reagents used in the
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automation,

including

liquid
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> GENE THERAPY

RAPIDLY EXPANDING MARKET

The risk to operators is much higher

Gene therapies have the potential to not

because these products — viruses and viral

only treat but also cure diseases that were

vectors — are designed to invade human

once thought to be untreatable. Safety

cells. A very different design paradigm is

issues have long hindered the develop-

required as a result, and many manufac-

ment of these next-generation therapies,

turers opt for “enhanced BSL-2," which can

but newer approaches have addressed

include BSL-3 facility design standards.

these concerns, and early clinical results
have been dramatic.

UNDERSTANDING THE UNIQUE
DESIGN AND ENGINEERING NEEDS
FOR GENE THERAPY PRODUCTION
> BY PETER WALTERS, CRB USA

As growing numbers of gene therapies progress to later clinical stages and
demonstrate a high likelihood of regulatory approval, commercial manufacturing
capacity must expand. Processes for the production of gene therapies vary greatly
and require high levels of containment. These differentiating factors lead to unique
design and engineering needs for the equipment and the manufacturing facilities
used for gene therapy production.
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UNIQUE FACILITY REQUIREMENTS

GIVEN THAT GENE THERAPY
IS A NEW AND EVOLVING
FIELD WITHIN THE
PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY,
AN UNDERSTANDING OF
CURRENT REGULATIONS
IS ESSENTIAL.

As a result, investigators and investors

For BSL-1 and -2 facilities, most safety

have both been attracted to this research

requirements are met via compliance with

area. In 2016, over 900 gene therapies

GMP requirements, such as segregated

were estimated to be in development

flows for materials and waste, air locks on

for the treatment of a host of disorders.1

clean rooms and segregation of laboratory

While the global gene therapy market was

spaces from general population flows. In

standing of both the scale and flow of each

rather small in 2017, with an estimated

many mAb facilities where significant seg-

process is also essential to ensure the

value of $7.6 million, market research

regation is not required, large ballroom

design of compliant and efficient work-

firm Grand View Research predicts it will

operation areas containing several fully

spaces. Given that only a handful of gene

expand at a compound annual growth rate

closed processes are becoming increas-

therapy products have been approved for

above 19% through 2026.1

ingly popular.

commercial sale, there is no real measur-

For “BSL-2+” and -3 facilities, however,

able industry benchmark for facility design

VARIED PROCESSES AND NEED FOR

the ballroom approach is not recommend-

and equipment selection comparable to

CONTAINMENT

ed; there are many additional design ele-

what is available for mAb manufacturing.

Traditional biopharmaceutical manufac-

ments for segregation that must be incor-

The key, therefore, is that the facility

turing facilities producing recombinant

porated. Examples include fully exhausted

design team possesses a deep understand-

proteins and/or monoclonal antibodies

biosafety cabinets; full-room exhaustion;

ing of current trends and developments

(mAbs) tend to be engineered and con-

segregated air handling units with sepa-

with respect to gene therapy manufactur-

structed in a similar manner, regardless

rate intake air; segregated material flows

ing. Knowledge about existing and upcom-

of the pharmaceutical company or design

throughout the facility, including unidi-

ing facilities, in combination with current

firm. In many cases, manufacturers devel-

rectional flows in spaces where viruses

regulatory trends, will enable the design

op platform technologies that allow use of

and viral vectors are being manipulated;

of a facility that is both cutting-edge and

the same equipment and processes across

and full-room sterilization systems, which

compliant.

many product lines. These facilities typi-

require welded steel ducting, various

The design team must also have exten-

cally operate in the biosafety level (BSL)-2

enhanced mechanical elements and equip-

sive working knowledge of the mechanical

range, and most safety requirements are

ment that can withstand fumigation chemi-

design elements and engineering systems

satisfied through compliance with good

cals, such as vaporous hydrogen peroxide

required to construct a BSL-2 to -3 facil-

manufacturing practice (GMP) guidelines.

(VHP) or chlorine dioxide.

As a result,

ity. Full-room fumigation requires that a

Gene therapy production facilities can

gene therapy facilities typically require

room be completely isolated, fumigated

be quite different. Platform technologies

additional floor space and have a larger

and fully exhausted, despite integration

are typically not applicable, because pro-

footprint than mAb facilities of equivalent

with the rest of the facility. In addition,

cesses for the production of these next-

process scale.

door seals and other construction materials and equipment chosen for rooms that

generation medicines can vary significantly, not just from company to company, but

SPECIALIZED KNOWLEDGE NECESSARY

will be fumigated must be designed to

from one product to the next. Cell-based

Given that gene therapy is a new and

withstand repeated exposure to the fumi-

gene therapies can be highly personalized

evolving field within the pharmaceuti-

gation chemicals. Given the high level of

treatments produced on a patient-specific

cal industry, an understanding of current

integration within advanced gene therapy

scale, versus larger-volume products like

regulations is essential. Many regulatory

production facilities, improper choices

viral vector therapies that are manufac-

guidelines have been released or actively

can lead to the entire facility being shut

tured with equipment similar to those

updated to include new information spe-

down to make corrections, as it is often not

associated with mAbs.

cific to gene therapy processes and prod-

possible to retrofit just one room.

The level of containment required for

ucts, in an attempt to keep the documents

gene therapy processes is much higher.

in line with the advancing science. It is

MOVING INTO NEW TERRITORY

Unlike mAb facilities, where the manu-

critical to be aware of these guidelines and

Designing advanced, efficient and com-

facturing controls are designed to pro-

how to interpret them into compliant facil-

pliant gene therapy manufacturing facili-

tect the drug substance and drug prod-

ity design.

ties requires both expertise and the abil-

uct, controls in gene therapy production

Because gene therapy manufacturing

ity to apply existing technologies and

plants must also protect the operators

processes can vary and require advanced

systems in new ways, as well as an under-

and the environment.

engineering controls, an in-depth under-

standing of the driving forces behind
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FACILITIES FOR GENE
THERAPY PRODUCTION ARE
NOT STRAIGHTFORWARD
AND TYPICALLY DO NOT
RESEMBLE FACILITIES
FOR mAb PRODUCTION.

an understanding of how their processes

accommodation of future facility needs.

will be both scaled out and scaled up and

Clients are encouraged to not only pro-

an appreciation for how defined parameter

vide strong definitions of their processes

ranges and control definition will affect

with as much detail as possible on how

commercial process design.

they will be executed, but also identify

Process development groups should try

the areas that are open to adjustment. In

to frame process parameters, such as time

some cases, CRB carries multiple designs

constraints or transfer rates, in a form that

forward as long as possible before commit-

can scale with volume or quantity in their

ting to just one — which requires an under-

process

addition,

standing of how late in the design period

process development groups should be

it is possible to postpone selection. Close

aware of the implications to the manufac-

communication with vendors is essential

regulatory recommendations and require-

turing equipment and facility design when

to have clarity on equipment lead times in

ments. As we move into the new territory of

they impose requirements on processes

order to identify drop-dead decision dates.

gene therapy production, the first step is

with respect to process temperature, hold

to establish a philosophy for how a facility

times, mixing speed and flow rates.

characterization.

In

CRB designs flexible spaces, utilities
and equipment based on our understand-

should operate. Relevant building blocks

Finally, process development groups

ing of where potential future changes may

can then be selected from existing and

should be aware of the significance of

occur. Examples include providing util-

familiar facility designs.

closed versus open processing and how

ity expandability, designing footprints for

For large-scale gene therapy manufac-

their equipment models for development

additional pieces of equipment or utilities,

turing processes, equipment developed

work can impact larger-scale processes.

leaving routing paths for future piping and

for mAb cell culture and purification can

Open processing can only be performed

building connection points to limit future

generally be transitioned, because many

at volumes that can reasonably be handled

downtime. Flexibility is also needed when

of the unit operations at larger scales are

in biosafety cabinets, and even in these

processes are transferred either from an

similar for both classes of biologics.

cases significant risk is introduced. Using

operating company to a CMO, or from a

For personalized gene therapies pro-

scalable pieces of equipment even at small

CMO back to the pharmaceutical company

duced on a patient-specific scale, how-

scale is important for developing efficient

as part of a growth strategy. In some cases,

ever, there is a lack of commercially avail-

processes that can be incorporated into

processes are transferred with incomplete

able advanced equipment. Manufacturers

efficient and compliant facility designs.

information. CRB uses its knowledge of

options, such as open flasks in high envi-

FLEXIBILITY IS KEY

blanks, and also designs flexibility into the

ronmental classification biosafety cabi-

At CRB, we recognize that facilities for

process to accommodate a wide range of

nets using highly manual operations —

gene therapy production are not straight-

possibilities and future changes.

processes that are highly prone to human

forward and typically do not resemble facil-

error and contamination. The alternative

ities for mAb production. Gene therapy is a

— designing customized, advanced equip-

young field with rapidly evolving science

ment — introduces a high level of risk.

and technology. Processes can change
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of experience developing, manufacturing
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manual processes to closed, automated
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80+ years

P

the market for patient-specific applicabil-

an impact. Moving from antiquated open,

A Biopharmaceutical
Leader Emerges

the gene therapy industry to fill in those

have typically fallen back on “antiquated”

for larger-scale equipment will also have

> DESIGN LOGIC Polpharma Biologics Website Launch

6 biosimilars

in development, with one currently
in phase III clinical trials

Polpharma Biologics, the dedicated biopharmaceuticals division of
Polpharma Group, was established with significant investment in
new large molecule capabilities and supporting infrastructure. With
the additional acquisition of the leading cell line development provider, Bioceros, Polpharma Biologics gained the full spectrum of

€500 million

investment in our facilities and
infrastructure to support biopharmaceutical
development and improve human lives

capabilities necessary to develop, manufacture and commercialize
novel biologics and biosimilars. The company is continuing to grow
with ongoing investments in facilities, including construction of a
new large-scale modular drug substance and drug product plant in
Duchnice, near Warsaw, set to open in early 2020.

3 state-of-the-art sites

serving the development and manufacture
of biosimilars and novel biologics
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> DESIGN LOGIC Polpharma Biologics Website Launch

Having invested in extensive, brand
new, state-of-the-art capacity
in both Gdańsk and Duchnice,
a completely separate challenge
facing Polpharma Biologics is the
need for recruitment of a large
number of personnel.

To learn more about Polpharma Biologics,
visit www.polpharmabiologics.com.

drug substance and provide fill-finish of drug product

The scientific team at Polpharma Biologics

With hundreds of billions of dollars’ worth of

operates in three complementary capacities.

branded biologics set to lose patent protection in

In addition to supporting customers’ biophar-

the EU and US over the next several years, there is an

This integrated offering, combined with the 80-year

maceutical development programs as a fully

unprecedented need for capable biopharmaceutical

track record and established presence of Polpharma

integrated CDMO, the company also develops

CDMOs with requisite capacity, especially if they have

Group, formed the basis for a messaging strategy that

biosimilars and novel biologics both alone

integrated capabilities from cell line development to

emphasizes flexibility, responsiveness and innovation

and within joint ventures, with a current pipe-

commercial drug product manufacture. This is a major

in all aspects of the business — responding to common

line of six biosimilar products in varying pre-

point of differentiation for Polpharma Biologics, com-

themes seen in the selection criteria of companies

clinical and clinical phases and a new biologic

bined with the fact that it offers both mammalian cell

looking to find a CDMO.

entity (NBE) in early development.

culture and microbial production.

Hitting the Ground in the CDMO Market

record of generating high-yield cell lines from its pro-

Having invested in extensive, brand new, state-of-the-

The go-to-market strategy for Polpharma Bio-

prietary expression platform and is one of the only

art capacity in both Gdańsk and Duchnice, a com-

logics is multifaceted as the company looks to

biopharmaceutical manufacturers able to produce

pletely separate challenge facing Polpharma Biolog-

Through Bioceros, the company has a robust track

from clinical to high-volume commercial scale.

The Human Element

fill a lot of new CDMO capacity at its Gdańsk

ics is the need for recruitment of a large number of

and Duchnice facilities, while also engaging

personnel. The company is engaged in a long-term

strategic partners interested in investing in

recruitment effort aimed at attracting all levels of

the development and commercialization of

staff, from highly experienced experts from a mar-

biosimilars and NBEs. First and foremost,
however, the business needs to grow its brand

Icon Development

ketplace historically spread across Western Europe,
Asia and North America to science graduates in-

awareness in the biopharmaceuticals seg-

terested in pursuing their careers upon completing

ment, and a new website clearly defining core

bachelors, masters and doctorate-level programs.

capabilities and values was a prerequisite, as

As a result, a robust careers section was planned

it’s the 24/7 information and brand hub for

for the Polpharma Biologics website to support this

any business.

HR effort. It highlights the attraction of joining a rapidly growing biopharmaceuticals company, as well as

Answering the Needs of Customers

region-specific benefits of living in Warsaw or Tricity,

When creating a sub-brand and focusing on

Poland. A specific content strategy was developed to

the need to build equity, striking the right

target the various segments of recruitment.

balance between drawing on the name recognition of the parent organization and focus-

Looking Toward the Future

ing on the differentiation of the standalone

For Polpharma Biologics, the new website is more than

entity can be a challenge. Extensive market

just a marketing tool — it is a significant requirement

research is recommended to understand the
audience profile and their needs in the target
market. This process also benchmarks peers
in the segment and highlights best practices,
all of which informs a positioning and messaging strategy that marries the perceived
strengths of the business with the prioritization of market needs.
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Polpharma Biologics, the dedicated
biopharmaceuticals division of Polpharma
Group, was established with significant
investment in new large molecule capabilities
and supporting infrastructure.

in the vision to become a trusted source of world-class
biopharmaceutical products and services. With the
opening of its new state-of-the-art facility in Duchnice in 2020, expansion efforts ongoing in Gdańsk
and heavy recruitment required to attract top talent,
the site is a conduit for the awareness and accurate
perceptions required in the marketplace to enable Polpharma Biologics to achieve its goals.

P
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AT CENEXI, WE
CONSTANTLY SEEK
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
IMPROVEMENT –– IN
HOW WE DELIVER OUR
PRODUCTS, HOW WE
PROCESS ORDERS, HOW
WE DEVELOP NEW
PRODUCTS AND HOW
WE COMMUNICATE
WITH OUR PARTNERS ––
WE ARE ALWAYS
TRYING TO FIND
WAYS TO MAKE OUR
RELATIONSHIPS
MORE EFFECTIVE AND
EFFICIENT.

> CEO VISION

A VISION FOR GROWTH
TAILORED TO OUR
PARTNERS’ NEEDS
> BY FRANÇOIS HINCKER, CENEXI

After 14 years serving the global pharmaceutical
industry, Cenexi has built a reputation as a reliable CDMO
offering sterile injectable fill-finish expertise, innovation
and high-quality products and services. We focus on
long-term strategic partnerships with pharma companies
that allow us to grow in tandem. With our extensive
capabilities and capacity, our specialization in a range of
sterile dosage forms and some specialty non-sterile forms,
our broad technical and regulatory experience and a range
of evolving service offerings to meet all of our partners’
needs, we are well positioned for growth.
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NEW LEADERSHIP

industry. A major driving force in the

new phase at Cenexi wherein we are seek-

Companies engaging a CDMO like

I am honored to have taken over the role

industry is the trend toward further out-

ing to significantly improve our process-

Cenexi are typically looking for a low-

of Chief Executive Officer at Cenexi

sourcing of services and operations,

es, providing our customers with even

maintenance partner who can be com-

from our founder, Philippe Mougin. We

which has created a robust contract

greater reliability in terms of quality,

pletely reliable in terms of quality and

are very fortunate that Philippe is still

development and manufacturing organi-

supply and new capabilities. We have his-

supply, both for day-to-day delivery of

deeply involved in strategic matters in

zation (CDMO) market. While the phar-

torically been a strong ampoule player,

commercial products and for develop-

his role as Chairman of our Board of

maceutical industry continues to grow

but we are currently investing in excess

ment programs. It is also critical that

Directors, as Cenexi will continue to ben-

by about 4% annually, the subcontract-

of €20 million in expanding our capacity

the contract organization has reached

efit from his tremendous experience and

ing segment is experiencing even more

for prefilled syringes and vials, enabling

a certain critical size such that it has

leadership. My role has been to continue

rapid growth of 6–7%; this appears to be

us to offer customers the full range of

the financial means to invest with its

implementing and extending Philippe’s

a long-term trend. However, increasingly

sterile injectable products and preparing

partners to expand its capacity as the

strategies and to strive to make Cenexi

stringent regulations continue to force

ourselves for the new sterile GMP Annex

partners’ needs grow. At Cenexi, we con-

more outstanding every day.

all players in the industry to continuously

1 regulation.

stantly seek opportunities for improve-

Having trained as a chemist, I previ-

ment — in how we deliver our products,

improve performance.

ously worked mostly in medium-to-large

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

how we process orders, how we develop

companies in a variety of manufacturing

CENEXI’S POSITIONING

Cenexi actively seeks customers who are

new products and how we communicate

industries, including 15 years in aero-

Cenexi has a distinctive positioning and

looking to establish long-term strategic

with our partners — we are always trying

space and stints in the automotive and

a strong reputation within the industry.

partnerships. Such partnerships, rather

to find ways to make our relationships

chemical industries. Having entered the

We made a very conscious choice to seek

than transactional supplier–customer re-

more effective and efficient.

pharmaceutical industry and stepping

a unique position, with a large part of our

lationships, have been a major factor in

In the near future, we think that more

into the role of CEO, I am leveraging my

portfolio comprising sterile injectable

our success to date. We have partnered

and more virtual pharma companies will

30 years of experience in these diverse

products — which reflect more than 60%

with companies ranging from very large

be looking for extra services, expertise

fields to contribute to the further devel-

of our turnover — and value-added com-

multinationals to very small startup com-

or capabilities from their outsourcing

opment of Cenexi.

plex products.

panies and can adapt to both types of or-

partners to manage many operations,

I was motivated to join Cenexi because

Now that we have reached a certain

ganizations, understanding the greater

from

of its positioning within what I perceive

scale, with four manufacturing locations,

demands that come from larger organi-

and the supply chain. Our dedicated

development

to

manufacturing

to be a market of great opportunity due

1300+ employees and around €200 mil-

zations and the greater risks associated

company Cenexi Services has been set

to the transformation of the pharma

lion in sales, we are transitioning into a

with startups.

up to answer these growing needs: both
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ings, including development programs.

the transfer of commercial products as

toward profound operational excellence

we gain new business and developmental

throughout Cenexi and in our partner-

We will continue to work with our stra-

support for precommercial products to

ships. Customers demand higher levels

tegic partners to better understand

help our partners bring them to market.

of quality and supply performance in con-

their current and future needs and add

We provide a one-stop shop for custom-

tract manufacturing, and we are currently

new capabilities and service offerings

ers with development needs: product and

enrolled in a deep transformation pro-

to meet their needs throughout the life

analytical development, dedicated pilot

gram at all four of our manufacturing sites

cycle of their products.

GMP equipment for engineering and clin-

focused on meeting these evolving needs.

Additionally, we will continue to selec-

ical batches, project management, etc.

At Cenexi, growth means both winning

tively work on innovation programs with

— a range of services we have found to be

new contracts and expanding our capabil-

somewhat higher risk profiles, particu-

greatly appreciated.

ities and capacity to assist our customers

larly in the field of innovative drug deliv-

We have the ability to support a proj-

in their goals. Cenexi has grown by about

ery systems like next-generation autoin-

ect throughout its life cycle and meet a

13% annually for the last three years, with

jectors.

range of our partners’ needs — whether

equal contributions from organic growth

this means finding a new source of active

and acquisitions.

Finally, we are developing a global
corporate vision. Typical of a company

ingredients or changing packaging or

We plan to continue to grow the busi-

whose growth has been significantly

logistical support — and we are trying to

ness through the acquisition of new

fueled by acquisitions, we recognize that

be a proactive organization that is always

manufacturing sites. In 2017, we acquired

each of our sites currently has its own

looking for ways to enhance the support

from MSD a site in Hérouville Saint-Clair,

distinct culture. Ultimately, we want all

we offer our partners.

France. We have a tremendous invest-

of our employees to feel a deep sense of

ment program underway in this facility,

belonging at Cenexi and to share a com-

TRENDS IN OUR CDMO SEGMENT

adding new vial and ampoule lines, and

mon vision and set of values that will

As I mentioned above, the most signifi-

we are continuing work on operational

allow us to best serve our customers and

cant trend in the CDMO market overall is

and cultural integration of this site into

partners. We recognize that our people

its very healthy growth, which is greater

the broader Cenexi organization. Addi-

will always be our most important asset.

than that of the pharma industry as a

tionally, we are constantly evaluating fur-

whole. We also continue to see shifts in

ther acquisitions to increase the number

SUMMARY

the players within the industry, from the

of manufacturing sites. We are engaged

In my view, the top three strengths that

large, fully integrated pharmaceutical

in a selective acquisition strategy: our

Cenexi offers our customers and strate-

companies that dominated in decades

goal is not to reach a certain turnover by a

gic partners are our international reach,

past to more medium-to-small pharma

certain year; it is to constantly strength-

our deep and ongoing specialization in

players. We also see a definite consolida-

en our strategy, which means acquiring

sterile injectables and our spirit of part-

tion among CDMO players to reach the

high-value assets in sterile injectables

nership.

necessary critical size to become true

or in sophisticated technologies. In addi-

strategic partners.

tion, we are looking to expand our geo-

increased

Oncology
Vials
Lyophilization
C

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

As CEO, I am committed to driving
operational

excellence

to

In the sterile injectables segment, the

graphic footprint beyond Europe, partic-

achieve recognition in the market that

ularly to strengthen our positioning in the

we are one of the most reliable inter-

ufacturing practice of sterile medicinal

United States, where many of our custom-

national players in the field, and I look

products is forcing pharma companies

ers are located.

forward to establishing my tenure at this

We are developing more service offer-

Preﬁlled Syringes

M

revised Annex 1 regulations for good man-

and CDMOs to step up their game. Cenexi

INNOVATORS
IN STERILE
INJECTABLES

best-in-class organization.

K

115+

countries with
regulatory
registration

P

has committed €20 million in investment
in new lines to guarantee fully compliant
Annex 1 production facilities for our customers, in addition to ongoing upgrades
to our existing lines to make them com-

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

pliant. We are committed to a proactive

Visit us at CPhI WorldWide
booth #3F60

François Hincker

approach to evolving regulations so that

Chief Executive Officer, Cenexi

we can stay ahead of the curve and remain

François Hincker joined Cenexi in mid-2017 and was appointed CEO in
January 2018. Prior to joining Cenexi, he spent 10 years at Solvay, where
he held the position of President of a Global Business Unit involved in
plastics, mainly for automotive and electrical applications. Prior to that,
he worked at Gates in the Fluid Power industry for five years and at
Hexcel for 15 years in Advanced Composites for the Aerospace industry.
Mr. Hincker graduated from the ENSCPB Chemistry and Physics
Engineering School in Bordeaux, France, and he also holds an MBA.

a reliable partner.
CENEXI’S STRATEGIC EXPANSION GOALS
We currently have four strategic goals to
build upon: operational excellence, organic growth and acquisition, innovation
and, last but not least, building an inspiring corporate vision and culture where

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/francoishincker/
Email francois.hincker@cenexi.com

employees can develop their full potential.
Our first goal is to continue to work

HIGH CALIBER CONTRACT
DEVELOPMENT & MANUFACTURING
Cenexi oﬀers comprehensive ﬁll-ﬁnish capabilities from
sterilized preﬁlled syringes and oncology products, to tablets
and capsules. Cenexi Services, with its exceptional regulatory,
formulation and analytical expertise, will manage your entire
project from preformulation and formulation, to pilot scale
and commercial production.
Learn more at www.cenexi.com
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>  CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

GROWING IMPORTANCE OF PREPARATIVE
CHROMATOGRAPHY
Preparative chromatography can be a
highly effective method for the purification of pharmaceutical intermediates and
active ingredients (APIs), particularly when
the desired compound must be separated
from a complex mixture of impurities with
similar structures and properties.
Chromatography typically involves two
phases — a stationary phase and a mobile
phase. The mobile phase containing the
target molecule and impurities flows
through the stationary phase. The different interactions between the desired compound and impurities and the two phases
leads to their separation. In some cases,
the desired compound flows through the
column and is collected directly. In others, the product binds to the stationary
phase and is removed by treatment of the
column with a solvent system.
Overall, the global market for preparative and process chromatography is esti-

PREPARATIVE
CHROMATOGRAPHY
CAN BE A HIGHLY
EFFECTIVE METHOD
FOR THE PURIFICATION
OF PHARMACEUTICAL
INTERMEDIATES AND
ACTIVE INGREDIENTS
(APIs), PARTICULARLY
WHEN THE DESIRED
COMPOUND MUST BE
SEPARATED FROM A
COMPLEX MIXTURE
OF IMPURITIES WITH
SIMILAR STRUCTURES
AND PROPERTIES.

> BY CHRISTOPHE BERINI, SERVIER

With reduced purification times, higher target molecule purities and
the ability to quickly separate and identify impurities, preparative
chromatography can provide a greater understanding of products and
processes while reducing time to the clinic and the market.
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required purity in the minimum amount of
time. Our optimized processes provide our
customers with lower manufacturing costs
and reduced development times, allowing
them to be the first in the clinic and therefore the first to market.
We have the ability to isolate impurities
that are present even at less than 0.1% and
can not only develop processes for new
products, but save compromised batches
and improve the quality of non-compliant
chemical batches. For laboratory projects,
critical process parameters are identified
and then validated along with product
specifications (i.e., yield and purity). The
technical feasibility of processes is also
confirmed. At the pilot scale, processes
are implemented to produce small quantities for necessary toxicity and other testing. Process optimization is performed
to develop highly robust and efficient
processes that meet specifications while
minimizing cost. At the manufacturing

mated to be expanding at a compound

scale, processes are designed to provide

annual growth rate of 7.5% from $5.79 bil-

fast delivery of intermediates and APIs
(including highly potent APIs [HPAPIs]).

lion in 2016 to $7.88 billion by 2021.1

ACCELERATING TIME TO MARKET
WITH INTEGRATED PREPARATIVE
CHROMATOGRAPHY SUPPORT

pounds in the highest possible yield at the

CO2 technology is an attractive green tech-

Subsequently, process tuning and continu-

INVESTING IN INNOPREP™

nology that complements the SMB technol-

ous improvement are ongoing.

While preparative chromatography can

ogy. The falling film evaporator is attrac-

enable difficult separations, specialized

tive because it allows for recycling of up

BENEFITS OF INNOPREP™

equipment and expertise is required to

to 90% of the solvent used in a separation.

Preparative chromatography is widely re-

implement these separation solutions.

Capacities vary depending on the type

garded as the best method for the purifica-

Servier has employed preparative chroma-

of stationary phase required. For projects

tion of small-molecule APIs and intermedi-

tography for the purification of interme-

that require normal-phase separations, up

ates. At Servier, the decades of experience

diates and APIs for 30 years. In 2018, we

to 50 kg of product can be purified per day

we have developing preparative chroma-

launched our InnoPreP™ preparative chro-

(up to 20 tons/year). With reverse-phase

tography processes is applied to each new

matography offering.

systems, we can purify up to 40 kg/day of

project. Upfront studies enable the devel-

A new, dedicated 500-m2 development

product (up to 16 tons/year). Chiral separa-

opment of an industrial manufacturing

and production suite was constructed

tions using chiral stationary phases are

process for targeted molecule purification

to house our preparative chromatogra-

much more complex and often have lower

within one week. Overall, the time to mar-

phy operations. The space includes a

throughputs. As a result, the capacities are

ket for client projects can be reduced by

dedicated lab, our existing batch chro-

less: up to 15 kg/day or 6 tons/year.

as much as three months. This allows cli-

matography columns, new continuous

The new industrial preparative chro-

ents to not only get to the market faster,

simulated moving bed (SMB) technology,

matography suite is located at our Nor-

but also realize significant financial gains.

a falling film evaporator, supercritical

mandy, France facility and allows Servier

Our approach ensures greater under-

fluid (supercritical CO2) chromatography

to support customer projects from devel-

standing of target molecules and impu-

equipment and a high containment area

opment through manufacturing. The suite

rities. Impurities present even at very

for processing highly potent compounds

was completed in July 2018 and should be

low levels can be isolated in high purity,

down to OEB5, the lowest current occupa-

operational by September.

enabling easier identification. Information about the impurities formed in a pro-

tional exposure band.
THE INNOPREP™ APPROACH

cess provides insight into the conditions

Servier has six columns (50 mm × 2, 110

The prefix “Inno” in InnoPreP™ is derived

present as the reaction proceeds. This

mm × 2, 200 mm and 450 mm). Our inten-

from the word “innovative.” This offering

information is used to develop improved

sified SMB technology for continuous

reflects our focus on development meth-

processes, which can lead to higher

chromatography is highly efficient at sep-

ods for the preparative chromatographic

purities and yields. Our equipment and

arating racemic mixtures and can afford

purification of small-molecule interme-

know-how also lead to the development

measurable cost savings. Supercritical

diates and APIs, isolating desired com-

of optimized processes that can be read-

For batch preparative chromatography,
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ily scaled. Our process flexibility — batch

In a fourth example, Servier improved

technology offered through the InnoPreP™

and continuous, plus supercritical CO2

a preparative chromatography process

program is integrated within our full ser-

and falling film evaporation — allows us

designed to separate a mixture of race-

vice contract development and manufac-

to develop the optimal process tailored to

mic compounds before completing the

turing capabilities, allowing us to leverage

each client’s needs.

synthesis of a chiral API. In this case, the

our knowledge and network, centralizing

separation was highly suited for continu-

the understanding of compounds. Tech

REAL-WORLD EXAMPLES

ous processing using SMB technology.

transfer is also simplified and efficient,

InnoPreP™ leverages the flexibility and re-

The optimized process provided 4 kg/day

shortening project timelines and reduc-

sponsiveness of Servier’s team of prepar-

of the desired racemate, with 172.5 kg of

ing costs.

ative chromatography experts in support

the product purified in just eight weeks.

Our Normandy facility is a full cGMP

of research and development projects in

A total of 122 m3 of solvent was used, with

production site specializing in the devel-

the lab through scale-up to pilot and com-

110 m3 recycled.

opment and manufacture of APIs, includpreparative

ing HPAPIs. As a global pharmaceutical

shop. Servier can help customers improve

chromatography has also helped us to

company, Servier offers a full suite of drug

yields, develop more robust separations,

recover compromised batches. In one

substance and drug product services from

separate racemic mixtures and isolate

instance, a low yield of a desired product

16 sites worldwide. We can support all

impurities — all with the goal of reducing

was obtained after a chemical reaction,

aspects of projects from proof of concept

their time to market.

leading to a mixture of the desired com-

through development and manufacturing,

In one example, an intermediate gen-

pound and unreacted starting material.

further shortening time to the clinic and

erated by the coupling of three different

Recovery of both molecules was essen-

to the market. Customers have the option

compounds needed to be purified before

tial to avoid significant cost and delay of

to advance their entire projects with Ser-

the final steps of the API synthesis could

the project. A preparative chromatogra-

vier, protecting their IP, minimizing risk

be completed. Servier optimized an inter-

phy process was developed that enabled

and ensuring rapid progress.

nal existing preparative chromatography

recovery of both compounds and savings

process on our 450-mm batch column by

of nearly $300,000.

mercial production — all in a unique work-

Servier’s

expertise

in

Both smaller companies that have
limited,

small-scale

preparative

chro-

also

matography capabilities and mid-sized

ary phase and flow rate were maintained.

provides a rapid approach for isolating

pharmaceutical companies looking for an

The result: an increase in the productiv-

impurities that must be identified and

outsourcing partner that can help them

ity from 36 kg/day to 44 kg/day and an

recorded to meet regulatory require-

move their projects forward quickly to get

improved yield of 80% (compared with

ments. In one example, after completion

into clinical studies ahead of the compe-

70% for the initial process). In this case,

of a production run, the silica gel column

tition benefit from Servier’s InnoPreP™

even though the existing process was fair-

was washed, and seven impurities in the

offering.

ly efficient, our commitment to continu-

obtained solution were isolated after just

ous improvement enabled us to further

four chromatographies; structure deter-

optimize the preparative chromatography

mination was then completed.

changing the mobile phase. The station-

Preparative

chromatography

P

step, providing time and cost savings.
In another example, a process exhib-

INTEGRATED BENEFITS

REFERENCES

ited a lack of robustness, leading to the

Servier is a full-service partner to clients,

potential for overlap of the desired prod-

and we can expand our support far beyond

1. Preparative and Process Chromatography Market Worth

uct with the main impurity and preven-

purification. The exceptional purification

7.88 Billion USD by 2021. MarketsandMarkets. 2017. Web.

tion of their separation. This impurity was

INNOVATIVE PREPARATIVE CHROMATOGRAPHY

present at <2% in the crude, but failure to
separate it from the product could lead to
the production of a non-compliant batch.
Servier modified the preparative chroma-

Christophe Berini

tography step to provide a robust process

Industrial Chromatography Research Scientist, Servier

that ensured separation of the main impu-

Christophe Berini received his Ph.D. in 2008 from the University of
Grenoble (France) in organic chemistry. After working for two years
in the United States as a postdoctoral research associate, he came
back to France, growing his research background in several fields
in diverse laboratories. In 2015, he joined Servier in the Innovative
Technologies Department, where he focused his work, with Daniel
Dron, on preparative chromatography for the development of
methods to purify small molecules, intermediates and APIs in
order to develop manufacturing processes for industrial cases.

rity from the product during each run.
We also employed preparative chromatography to help a client recover a noncompliant batch. An impurity was present
at 0.55%, but the specification was 0.50%,
and the client was unable to reduce the
content of the impurity via recrystallization. Servier developed a process on our
450-mm column, successfully processing

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/christophe-berini-77032746/
Email christophe.berini@servier.com

the 72 kg of non-compliant material in less
than four days.
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OUR NEW CDMO SERVICE OFFERING GUARANTEED
TO SHORTEN YOUR TIME-TO-MARKET

• Get to your target molecule and into the clinic up to 3 months faster
• Optimize the purity of your APIs and intermediates
• Develop HPAPIs for oncology drugs faster, down to OEB 5

Visit us at
CPhI Worldwide
Booth 1J30

• Scale up small chromatography processes to industrial volumes
• Batch technology, continuous processing (SMB), and SFC
For more information, visit www.servier-cdmo.com or contact cdmo@servier.com

> ORA LLY DISINTEGRATING TABLETS

PATIENT CHALLENGES WITH TABLETS

MANY BENEFITS LEAD TO EXPANDING

is a critical attribute of orally dispers-

Oral solid dosage (OSD) is the most popu-

MARKET FOR ODTs

ible drugs, because the drug substance

lar dosage form overall, because OSD

Potential additional advantages of these

is released in the mouth as the product

products are convenient, flexible and cost-

patient-friendly, orally dispersible dosage

disintegrates. Many APIs have an undesir-

effective. Tablets and capsules, however,

forms over tablets and capsules include

able bitter taste that must be effectively

can be difficult for some people to swallow,

faster onset of action and improved bio-

hidden or masked throughout the disinte-

which can have a direct impact on their

availability, although this depends on the

gration process. Flavor additives and spe-

likelihood of taking their medication.

individual drug in the tablet.

cially designed taste-masking technolo-

For drug manufacturers, orally dispers-

referred to as dysphagia — primarily

ible dosage forms can provide a marketing

An attractive mouthfeel is also impor-

presents itself in pediatric and geriatric

advantage, as a more convenient, patient-

tant for orally dispersible drugs during

patient populations, but all age groups can

centric dosing option can increase patient

their disintegration. Formulations based

be affected; at least 40% of adults have

compliance, enabling higher pricing and

on insoluble excipients that produce a grit-

reported problems swallowing medica-

extended product life cycles, and may pro-

ty or chalky sensation upon disintegration

tion, with 8% skipping doses and 4% stop-

vide new access to greater patient popula-

are unpleasant for patients. Any unpleas-

ping treatment as a result.1 Organoleptic

tions. Pharmaceutical companies can also

ant experience can lead to poor medica-

and sensory properties (e.g., taste, mouth-

meet evolving regulatory expectations for

tion adherence.

feel and odor) and convenience — the ease

the development of palatable, flexible and

Once an optimal formulation is devel-

of integration of medication into daily

convenient dosage forms designed with

oped, orally dispersible products are typi-

routines — are also important to patients.

specific patient populations in mind with

cally manufactured using the simplest

orally dispersible products.

methods possible. ODPs are blended and

According to a 2015 report, the indus-

CREATING VALUE WITH
TAILORED ODT SOLUTIONS
> BY GRAEME MACLEOD, SPI PHARMA

Increasing patient adherence to medication regimens remains a top priority
in the pharmaceutical industry. Simultaneously, consumers/patients are looking
for dosage forms that are easy to take and that will not disrupt their everyday
“on the go” lifestyle. Orally disintegrating tablets (ODTs) can address both of
these goals. However, ODT products can be challenging to formulate. Extensive
experience in solving these formulation problems is essential to developing
optimized ODT formulations that provide value to both drug makers and patients.

try has been slow to address the issue of

These benefits are driving a shift in the

then filled into sachets or stick packs. It is

patient difficulties with swallowing tab-

industry away from traditional tablets and

preferable that ODTs and chewable/melt-

lets. 2 The U.S. Food and Drug Adminis-

capsules to dispersible products.3 Indeed,

able products are produced using direct

tration (FDA) published a guidance on the

Persistence Market Research predicts

compression. The excipients and drug

desired size, shape and other physical

that the global ODT market will expand at

substance are blended and then tableted.

attributes of generic tablets and capsules

a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of

For ODTs and chewable tablets made by

in June 2015.1 In the document, the agency

11.5% from $11.4 billion in 2017 to approxi-

direct compression, ensuring good flow-

states that: “We believe that tablets and

mately $27 billion by the end of 2025.3

ability of the blend is essential; this is

capsules can be effectively developed

Antipsychotic

for

facilitated by having an appropriate and

and manufactured to minimize swallow-

approximately 20% of revenues by the end

uniform particle size for the formulation.

ing difficulties, which can encourage and

of the forecast period, growing at a CAGR

Content uniformity issues can arise for

improve patient compliance with medica-

of 15.7%, while drugs for central nervous

APIs that have been coated or complexed

tion regimens.”

system diseases will have a 55% market

with another material to achieve taste

share valued at $15 billion.

masking, due to significant size differenc-

ODT products are targeted to disin-
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drugs

will

account

es between the coated drug and the excipi-

tegrate in the mouth within 30 seconds
without the need for water. Chewable

FORMULATION CHALLENGES

ents in the formulation. This can lead to

and fast-melt tablets disintegrate in the

Formulation of orally dispersible medi-

segregation of the drug substance from the

mouth within 30–60 seconds during chew-

cations requires specialized expertise

excipients and fillers during blending and/

ing. ODP products are designed for rapid

in excipient technologies. ODPs must

or tableting. These segregation challenges

dispersal in the mouth and are typically

disperse in the mouth within seconds

also apply to ODP product development.

offered in stick packs.

without agglomerating, while ODTs must

Development of effective formulations

disintegrate rapidly (generally under 30

containing high drug loadings can also be

seconds) while retaining appropriate ro-

challenging. As the API level increases,

bustness after tableting, remaining intact

it becomes more difficult to maintain the bal-

during the packaging process and in stor-

ance between dose form robustness, rapid

age before being delivered to the patient.

disintegration and desired organoleptics.

There are three dosage forms that
can be used to improve adherence to
administration of oral medications:

Both must be palatable, particularly if the

Orally disintegrating
tablets (ODTs)

Chewable/meltable tablets

Orally dispersible
powders (ODPs)
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gies are both used for this purpose.

The inability to swallow tablets —

medicine is designed for children.

UNIQUE CO-PROCESSED SOLUTIONS

Oral dispersal can be facilitated using

One approach that formulators apply to

water-soluble excipients, such as polyols

overcome these challenges is to use a

like mannitol, and fast disintegration is

commercially available orally dispersible

facilitated by the presence of superdis-

drug delivery platform to facilitate devel-

integrants.

opment and speed to market. SPI Pharma

In addition to taste, they must also pro-

has developed different platforms based

vide a positive patient experience with

on co-processed excipients designed for

respect to other organoleptic properties,

use in patient-friendly, orally dispersible

such as odor, color and mouthfeel. Taste

dosage forms.
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SPI PHARMA DELIVERS
PATIENT-CENTRIC
SOLUTIONS THAT
PROVIDE INCREASED
CONVENIENCE,
COMPLIANCE AND
FLEXIBILITY TARGETED
AT PATIENT GROUPS
WHO HAVE SPECIFIC
AND UNIQUE NEEDS,
SUCH AS CHILDREN
AND THE ELDERLY, TO
IMPROVE PATIENT
OUTCOMES.

API is required at relatively high drug

ADDING MORE VALUE

loadings and has limited compactibility.

SPI supports customers around the world

In summary, these co-processed, engi-

with formulation assistance through its

neered excipients are designed to address

Pharmasolutions drug development ser-

the specific challenges presented by

vice. On a fee-for-service basis, we work

orally dispersible drug products and can

closely with customers to develop dos-

significantly speed up development times

age forms using our unique excipient and

as they enable simple formulation and

drug delivery systems. With sales in near-

process design.

ly 60 countries, SPI Pharma has a technical presence in Asia-Pacific, Europe, the

COMBINED WITH BREADTH OF KNOWLEDGE

United States and Latin America. We pro-

SPI Pharma has extensive experience in

vide technical and customer service and

taste masking and a breadth of knowl-

support customized to the regional and

edge regarding the performance of many

local needs of our customers.

different APIs in these types of drug

SPI delivers patient-centric solutions

products. We offer a line of taste-masked

that provide increased convenience, com-

APIs through our Actimask® platform

pliance and flexibility targeted at patient

— based on proprietary technology. SPI

groups who have specific and unique

also supplies Lubripharm® SSF, a lu-

needs, such as children and the elderly, to

bricant with a less hydrophobic nature

improve patient outcomes.

than magnesium stearate, which, when

Customers derive value from acceler-

included in an ODT formulation with our

ated development of less common oral

platform excipients, helps achieve rapid

dosage forms that are inherently patient-

disintegration, for use in orally dispers-

friendly and palatable, attributes that are

ible formulations.

increasingly sought by regulatory agen-

With our unique understanding of

cies. They also benefit from the ability to

both the taste-masking API challenges

create highly differentiated products in

and the excipient requirements, we are

the marketplace that can enhance their

able to design the optimal formulation

life cycle management strategies.

These platforms (e.g., Pharmaburst®

for most APIs to provide fast disinte-

500 and Advantol 300® for ODTs and

gration combined with robustness and

Pharmasperse® 416 for ODPs) are based

desirable organoleptics.

on polyols, such as mannitol and sorbitol,

SPI’s technical experts apply their for-

and are co-processed to optimize func-

mulation experience gained over years

tionality when formulated in products

of working with different APIs to each

for directly compressible, orally dispers-

new customer project. Understanding

ible tablets and orally dispersible pow-

the range of potential solutions enables

ders. These excipients are specifically

SPI to accelerate the development pro-

designed for improved functionality with

cess and identify tailored solutions that

respect to disintegration and organolep-

meet specific formulation needs.

We’ve Got News!
Visit Booth #8F100
CPhI Madrid
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The Outsourcing Issue Feature

Precisely Patient Centric
Pharma Leaders Are Pushing for Precision Medicine

Pursuing Patient
Centricity from
Start to Finish
By David Alvaro, Ph.D., Emilie Branch, Cynthia Challener, Ph.D.,
Nice Insight

PART 1

92%

Part of the motivation for applying precision medicine to the initial phases of drug development is the
opportunity to cut spending. Respondents indicated a

have identified precision
medicine as an opportunity

reduction in time-to-market and making R&D processes more efficient as drivers for furthering a precision
medicine agenda within their organization or network.
According to PwC’s executive summary results, “even a
conservative estimate puts the cost savings in drug de-

84%

have already added tackling
precision medicine to their
corporate agenda

SOURCE PwC Strategy&

Patient Centric at All Phases
To be truly effective, patient centricity must be incorporated into all phases of development. Patient cen-

velopment at 17 percent, leading to a potential annual
savings of US $26 billion for the industry worldwide.”4

In order to alter the current industry
mindset so the patient ultimately benefits,
an upheaval in organizational structure
and everyday operations is warranted.

tricity must be integrated into every area and aspect
of the supply chain; it must be an all-encompassing
system where patient needs come first, and this be-

Poised for Precision Profit

gins in drug discovery and research. Perhaps the

The research and drug discovery sectors, in particular,

trend in pharmaceuticals most compatible with the

stand to benefit from the trend toward precision medi-

new era in patient centricity is precision medicine.2

cine. Respondents identified areas along the value

The idea of tailored treatment reinforces the idea

chain, including the identification of new drug targets

that a patient has been considered from start to finish

(53%), improving effectiveness (42%), improved deci-

— and there is no doubt that outcomes will also be im-

sion making (22%) and efficiency (18%) as advantages

proved as medicines become better targeted to meet

in implementing precision medicine early on.4 Accord-

he journey toward patient centricity can be

of creating confusion in treatment instruction? “Is the

the individual’s needs. Precision medicine includes

ing to the survey, respondents pointed to the following

introspective. Trying to solve for improved

organization’s attention to branding an issue, and does

some of the most innovative tech taking over the in-

areas as mechanisms by which precision medicine

patient outcomes and improving the over-

a fixation on promoting the organization get in the way

dustry, including genomic sequencing, biomarker re-

could improve drug development overall:

all patient experience requires a top-down

of prioritizing the patient? How can you elevate the

search, bioinformatics and big data analysis.3

review of an organization’s internal drivers.

patient experience?” mused Robinson at the confer-

Although the endgame for the industry as

ence. “Is your organization disconnected from the

a whole is to keep the patient a priori in all

patient?” he asked further, urging companies to stop

situations, a divided supply chain, coupled

taking things like branding for granted. Ultimately,

with all the elements of bringing a drug to market, can

many organizations are focused on “brand-centricity

make a streamlined focus on patient centricity chal-

not patient centricity,” he cautioned.

• More accurate identification of new drug targets

Advantages of Early Adoption of Precision Medicine

• Greater clarity regarding the target patient profile
• More targeted clinical trials requiring smaller
statistically valid pools of patients, leading to better
trial outcomes and faster time-to-market
• Greater likelihood of regulatory approval

lenging. There are numerous organizational obstacles

In order to alter the current industry mindset so the

■ Identification of new drug targets – 53%

• More certain reimbursement and adoption of medicines

to overcome before the patient experience is placed

patient ultimately benefits, an upheaval in organiza-

■ Improving effectiveness – 42%

• Longer market exclusivity

top of mind throughout the value chain. However, an

tional structure and everyday operations is warranted.

■ Improved decision making – 22%

internally motivated patient-centric mindset adopted

At the event, Robinson called for a change in the cul-

■ Efficiency – 18%

by every CRO, CDMO and packaging and supply chain

ture of the industry — such that the entire supply chain

player has the ability to positively impact the industry

is interrupted. “When you’re trying to build a collabora-

from start to finish. This is especially true if the heads

tive environment and change the culture — and be able

of all organizations consider what their company could

to deliver on this — you can’t do it with just the commer-

be doing differently — and how they can implement

cial organization or the medical affairs organization, it

Precision medicine is offering the industry tremen-

Global spending on R&D is about $150 billion world-

these changes for real-world, value-based results.

has to be research, commercial and the medical affairs

dous opportunity for more advanced and accurate

wide — again, implementing precision medicine effec-

all pushing together,” noted Robinson.1 Speaking of an

outcomes; it will also contribute to cost savings. Ac-

tively could reduce that figure by $26 billion annually,

Internal Interruption

“ah-ha” research moment, which made him realize the

cording to a research study that polled top industry

or by $19 billion for the United States, Switzerland and

Speaking to an audience at the annual eyeforpharma

organization could do better, he called for patient cen-

executives, conducted by consumer insight firm PwC

the five largest countries in the European Union, where

event, Jim Robinson, President and COO at Alkermes,

tricity in all facets of production. “Now target product

Strategy& (PwC), there is an almost unanimous push

spending is the highest. Sales would no doubt also

explained that the first step to becoming fully patient

profiles had an urgency to incorporate a patient focus,

toward precision medicine throughout the industry.4

experience an upsurge, which is not factored in here.

centric is to measure the company in relation to the

ensuring anything a patient touched made sense....

Of the global pharma leaders surveyed by PwC, 92%

patient, ultimately understanding how the organiza-

Getting their input was also critically important, and

responded that they have identified precision medi-

Real World Value

tion is positioned.1 For instance, has a company’s

we got their input by being able to sit down and talk to

cine as an opportunity, while 84% have already added

Bringing patient centricity and R&D together would in-

branding overwhelmed the patient, even to the point

patients directly about what’s important to them.”1

tackling precision medicine to their corporate agenda.

crease tangible real-world evidence (RWE). As pharma
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Over 75% of respondents felt that incorporating precision medicine into R&D would help reduce the average

SOURCE PwC Strategy&

R&D cycle — which can last approximately 10 years —
by roughly eight months, and one out of three respondents felt that a full one-year reduction was plausible.
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moves to a value-based medicine system,

partnerships to remedy this.4 To overcome

patient centricity by prioritizing patient

this would pacify payers, stakeholders and

a perceived lack of internal data capabili-

goals. Companies are looking to reshape

government, who are eager for positive re-

ties, 87% of respondents have opted for

their approach to trials by considering all

sults to confirm investment.3,5 Financial

“targeted collaborations beyond pharma-

aspects, including patient comfort.6 In tri-

reimbursements are inextricably linked

ceutical firms” as a solution, with 65%

als, patient centricity is distinguished from

to proven RWE that a drug’s outcome is

looking to external experts to help break

patient engagement. According to Forte

positive, measured through clinical trials.5

down the data. Other barriers to transition

Research, “patient engagement is a par-

However, an emphasis on RWE has also

include “the uncertain legal and regulatory

ticipant’s activity during the trial, where

led to a decline in R&D spending — this is

framework surrounding precision medi-

patient centricity is really a frame of mind

because, unless a treatment is known to

cine, a limited ability to integrate data

held by site leadership and operations to

be beneficial, it is met with risk aversion.

sources due to a lack of widely accepted

provide the best possible patient care

This catch-22 could be solved by a patient-

standards and methods, and continuous

throughout a protocol.”6 Indeed, patients

centric R&D model with an emphasis on in-

regulatory oversight with rules that were

respond well when they feel they have

creased RWE in data, which could, in turn,

written for a previous generation of health-

been provided for throughout — one way

help spur investment in the strained sec-

care and data.”

this plays out is through transportation to
and from trials. Doctor recommendations

tor.5 As one respondent to the PwC precision medicine study optimistically stated,

Connecting in Clinical Trials

can also make a tremendous difference. A

“Demographics and innovation will lead

Perhaps the area where data most stands

study by Tufts University found that 72% of

to intensified cost containment pressure.

out in drug development is in relation to

patients would be more willing to partici-

Precision medicine is one promising way

clinical trials. The National Cancer Insti-

pate in a trial if a doctor they trusted rec-

to fundamentally support the value story.”4

tute and the Centers for Disease Control

ommended it to them.6

The Outsourcing Issue Feature

Remember
the User –

PART 2

Incorporating Patient
Centricity into Drug Design

and Prevention rely on the following 4Ps

Collaboration is Crucial

model, where precision medicine is de-

Looking Ahead in Patient Centricity

Pursuing Patient Centricity Past Trials

A potential opportunity to leverage RWE

fined as “evidence based medicine,” as

The future of patient-centric medicine

Patient centricity should not stop at clinical trials.

in trials is through partnerships with tech

follows:3

is bright. It will undoubtedly touch all

There is mounting evidence that positive outcomes

aspects of patient care and health treat-

increase when patients are considered throughout

companies who have been able to scale-up
successfully while focusing on customiza-

• Predictive: Identifying disease early 		

ments and outcomes, with data being a

the process of drug product development.1 Although

tion.3 Leveraging the ability of tech giants,

through greater use of prognostic tests

major component of diagnostic testing,

individual patient needs are often disparate, there

such as Amazon or Google, to identify pa-

and screening procedures.

clinical trials and R&D. With specific pa-

are many similarities that unite patient groups. One

tients and track their individual needs fits

• Preventative: Intercepting the disease 		

tient data informing drug reactions, it will

of the most effective ways to address patient centric-

nicely with the goal of precision medicine.

rather than tackling it once it becomes 		

not be long before a one-size-fits-all ap-

ity in manufacturing is with dosage form implemen-

Relying on these data-centric organiza-

symptomatic – moving away from the

proach to medicine is effectively replaced.

tation and design. Drug manufacturers often default

tions might be what is needed to reshape

“ambulance at the bottom of the cliff”

Instead, analysis on what is right for an in-

to traditional formulations, though a creative alterna-

trials and diagnostic testing. For instance,

approach to treating patients.

dividual will revolutionize the way patients

tive might drive overall patient adherence — as well

a standardized blood test may be replaced

• Personalized: Developing and choosing

are treated, with medicine becoming more

as satisfaction. Taking the needs of the patient into

with a more sophisticated diagnostic op-

medicines that will change the patient

targeted and efficacious. Organizations

consideration when designing a formulation would

The FDA will develop guidances based on patient

tion that will screen for many abnormali-

experience from one of hope to one of 		

will be able to identify therapies based on

likely result in a host of benefits, from a decrease in

experience data, with that data applied in relation

certainty of response.

effectiveness analytics, while clinical tri-

medication errors and adverse incidents to an over-

to drug development. The guidances will be released

patient to numerous tests.3 As Craig Ven-

• Participatory: Taking a modern view of the

als become more targeted. This will lead

all improvement in treatment outcomes, as well as a

over a five-year period, having started in Q4 2017 and

ter, the scientist behind the Celera human

diverse stakeholders who play a role in

to faster drug development and a decrease

means to increase cost savings.1

slated until Q4 2021 under Title III of the 21st Century

genome sequencing endeavor and head of

patient care now and democratizing

in unnecessary R&D spending, for overall

Human Longevity Inc., explains, this will

information so everyone can be informed.

improved patient outcomes.

ties at once — as opposed to subjecting a

P

shape our approach to medicine and data,

Cures Act.4 The goal of these guidances is to better

Voice of the Patient

inform the FDA, patient stakeholders, researchers and

The FDA has formally recognized how crucial the pa-

regulated industry in order to develop more effective
therapies that respond to overall patient needs, as

linking them intricately together. “Medi-

The trends most apparent in this break-

tient’s voice is to the industry. To put this into prac-

cine has been a clinical science, supported

down are the importance of data as a tool

tice, the FDA conducted 24 disease-specific, patient-

they have been self-identified.4 The FDA is focusing

by data. Medicine is about to become a

in precision medicine and of making test-

focused drug development (PFDD) meetings in order

on patient-focused drug development in order to meet

data science, supported by clinicians,” he

ing more precise. A patient’s history will

1. “eyeforpharma Philadelphia 2018.” eyeforpharma. n.d. Web.

to hear about patient concerns, experiences, perspec-

the following goals, according to FDA.gov:3

also take precedence in a patient-centric

2. Harsha, Rajasimha. “Patient centricity in the era of

tives and treatment options. These findings were com-

predicted.

3

approach to treatment. Data, such as a

Challenges to Overcome

patient’s genetics, health history, diet, life-

In spite of the obvious advantages of a tran-

style and even their microbiome, will be in-

sition to precision medicine starting from

corporated to predict potential outcomes.3

the earliest phases, there are quite a few

Patient centricity in clinical trials is

barriers to entry to overcome before the

achieved first and foremost by commu-

tools needed are adapted. For many orga-

nicating with the patient, understanding

nization leaders, the lack of knowledge of

their motivation for undergoing a trial and

data analytics has presented a tremendous

demonstrating sensitivity to this.3 Clini-

issue, and they are looking for external

cal research organizations can implement
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Difficulty Swallowing Tablets Causes Interference
or Nonadherence6

■ Break tablets before swallowing – 23%
■ Crush/dissolve tablets in water – 14%
■ Stopped taking medication – 10%
■ Sought alternative dosage form – 9%

Drug developers must take patient diagnosis and

ditional methods of drug delivery that the population

ability into context when creating a drug; for instance,

is already familiar with and indicates a preference for.

a patient who suffers from a manual dexterity impair-

More than 60% of U.S. participants have already im-

ment may have difficulty opening a traditional oral

bibed both chewable tablets and lozenges. Traditional

solid dose prescription bottle or breaking a tablet.5

tablets and capsules scored lower on characteristics

Taking this into context, drug developers cannot for-

such as “ease of swallowing, sensation in the mouth,

get their target patient populations when formulating

package opening, and ease of intake” than alternative

a drug. A drug should not be designed solely around

user-friendly dosage forms.6

dosage form may actually pose a tremendous barrier

Parenteral Patient Centricity

of access to the patient for whom the drug was suppos-

Can patient centricity also apply to parenteral dos-

edly designed.

age forms? The difficult-to-administer dosage option

According to the whitepaper authors, “patient cen-

has become the default method of biologics — which
are increasingly gaining traction in the public sphere

defined as “an approach that directly aligns product

and in the industry. In order to incorporate patient

methods to capture information on patient preferences

characteristics with patient characteristics for a ther-

centricity into sterile dosage forms, the product has

and the potential acceptability of trade-offs between

apeutic goal in a targeted patient population(s), and

to be reviewed. “Overall design of the premixed fill,

treatment benefit and risk outcomes

requires an appropriate definition that can be used

package material, and the functional attributes of the

consistently among key stakeholders.”5 User behavior

IV bag are integral to patient-centric product strate-

must be considered as soon as a drug is created for it

gies,” Marga Viñes, Business Development Manager,

patients related to treatment benefits, risks and burden

to be effective, and patient ability should be embed-

and Oriol Prat, Director of Contract Manufacturing

and how to best communicate the information to

ded in the drug’s design and production. Drug prod-

at Grifols, wrote in Pharma’s Almanac in 2016.7 Issues

support their decision making

ucts that are truly patient centric will reduce the likeli-

with parenterals are also more likely to occur when

hood of errors in adherence and improve a medicine’s

there are multiple steps involved, even within a hos-

overall effectiveness. Formulations must take the pa-

pital setting. “The more complicated the solution, the

Although the FDA is encouraging patient centricity in

tient’s environment and experience into account to

greater the margin for error,” wrote Viñes and Prat.

drug development through this series of guidances,

confirm that the medicine adequately addresses pa-

Issues with improperly administering the correct dos-

there is not a single, approved definition on patient-

tient needs.5

age forms have also led to patient deaths. According

• Identifying the information that is most important to

Establishing Uniformity in Patient Centricity

centric drug development and design. Until a uniform
5

for chronic disease are not taken
as prescribed

lack of adherence is predicted to
be responsible for at least 10% of
hospitalizations

lack of adherence is predicted to
be responsible for approximately
125,000 U.S. deaths

50%
10%
125K

officer at the University of Pittsburgh Health Plan, told
The New York Times.9 “This is why it’s so hard to fix
the problem — any measure we try only addresses one
factor.”9 However, since these barriers have been identified, they can now be factored into drug design — the
solution to this nationwide crisis must begin with the
manufacturing and development organizations.

Innovating an Industry Around the Patient
The dialogue around patient centricity has penetrated

to a five-year FDA study, “the most common medical

all aspects of the industry. It is not enough to design

definition is established, there is room for confusion,

Patient-Centric Dosage Forms

errors resulting in patient death were administering

misinterpretation and error. “To stimulate scientific

A market study on dosage forms, which polled U.S. and

an improper dose.”7 As an alternative, the company

research and discussions and the consistent interpre-

German respondents, cited that about half of the pop-

offers premixed solutions available in flexible plastic

tation of test results, it is essential that such a defini-

ulation had problems swallowing tablets — because

bags, which deliver a fixed dose. The bags are termi-

tion is established,” noted a whitepaper on the subject,

they either were too big or became stuck in the throat.

nally sterilized so that safety is assured. “Another ex-

titled “Defining Patient Centric Pharmaceutical Drug

The result was interference or nonadherence.6 Ac-

ample of the benefits of premixture versus admixture

Product Design.” Of particular concern are the grow-

cording to the survey, “23% reported breaking tablets

delivery strategies is that reasonable dosage limits are

ing elderly and multi-morbid populations, who are akin

before swallowing, while another 14% crushed and dis-

likely to encourage healthcare providers to write more

to pediatric groups in their limitations. For these pa-

solved them in water in order to swallow them. A full

cost-effective orders,” they also noted.7

tients, managing medication is an overwhelming task,

10% stopped taking their medication entirely, while

with consequences that can be serious.5

9% looked to a different dosage form altogether.”6 The

Cost of Nonadherence

survey also polled respondents on positive qualities

The cost of nonadherence, regardless of dosage form,

of oral solid dosage forms. Swallowability was over-

is high. Nonadherence places an estimated $100–289

whelmingly an issue. According to the study, nearly

billion burden annually on the U.S. healthcare system.8

two-thirds of the U.S. participants (66%) reported

It is also common — approximately 20–30% of pre-

that their medicine should be easy and comfortable

scriptions are never filled, and approximately 50%

to swallow, 38% coded a pleasant taste or odor as im-

of medications for chronic disease are not taken as

portant, while 34% assigned significance to a product

prescribed.8 This lack of adherence is believed to be

2. The Voice of the Patient: A Series of Reports from FDA’s Patient-Focused Drug Development Initiative.

that is able to easily integrate into their lives.6

responsible for approximately 125,000 U.S. deaths, at

U.S. Food and Drug Administration. 31 May 2018. Web.

Taking the needs of the patient into
consideration when designing a formulation
would likely result in a host of benefits,
from a decrease in medication errors and
adverse incidents to an overall improvement
in treatment outcomes, as well as a means
to increase cost savings.
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approximately 50% of medications

the API or what makes best sense chemically, when the

tric pharmaceutical drug product design” should be
• Enhancing understanding and appropriate use of

Consequences of Medication Nonadherence8
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least 10% of hospitalizations and an increase in mor-

a drug that works; developers must consider what
works for patients and how this design will be adopted
in a real-world context. Taking on a non-isolated and
patient-centric approach to drug development will
integrate patient demands into design and thus help
to assuage the nonadherence epidemic in pharma,
while lowering cost burdens and increasing patient
outcomes. The drug manufacturer that can fully
understand this need and implement patient centricity into production is likely to come out ahead of the
competition.

P
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The Outsourcing Issue Feature

Meeting Unmet Needs

The Impact
of Patients as
Consumers:

PART 3

large viewing window and a clicking sound

tients about their unmet needs before

in order to produce products that increase

at the start and end of a full dose injec-

even beginning the discovery phase for a

patient confidence and compliance. The

tion” are designed to help patients with

new drug have a greater chance of devel-

development of effective, patient-centric

hand dexterity challenges10

oping medications that patients will actu-

packaging solutions intended to improve

ally use.6 Pharmaceutical companies may

medication adherence will require collabo-

think patients want one thing when in fact

ration between pharmaceutical companies

Mess” applicator, which improves patient

they want something entirely different —

and packaging material/component suppli-

hygiene and adherence by allowing

and in some cases contrary to what might

ers, machinery suppliers and regulators

patients “to directly apply the pain relief

seem to be obvious.

and groups developing industry standards.8

gel without having to touch it” 10

Interesting Technologies

on addressing tremors, while patients,

The focus on patient centricity and the

Delivery Cap from Laboratoires Virbac,

as UCB discovered, are more concerned

recognition of its potential to improve

which allows easy application of liquid

about sleep disturbances.6 In another

patient adherence are leading to the in-

products for both animal and human

case, LEO Pharma learned that patients

tegration of advanced medical device,

patients10

with psoriasis on their scalps did not use

drug delivery, digital, mobile and wearable

an ointment medication because it was

technologies with drug products.9 Mobile

Efforts are also underway to develop for-

greasy. The company developed a new

healthcare apps, while largely used by

mulations of biologic drugs that can be

formulation that absorbs quickly into the

healthy consumers for fitness purposes,

taken orally rather than via injection.11 The

skin and is used much more widely.6

are available for monitoring of patients

main driver for this work is the greater ease

•	
The All in One Contactless Multidose

Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories has made the

and collection of not only physiological

and convenience of oral dosage drugs. The

commitment to bring patient insights

data, but also data regarding medica-

challenge is to overcome the physicochem-

into its packaging design efforts through

tion compliance and patient opinions of

ical properties of large biomolecules that

the Purple Health platform, which seeks

device/delivery/packaging functionality.9

lead to their degradation in the gastroin-

to inspire patient-centric innovation and

The results can be witnessed in the va-

deliver solutions that address unmet pa-

riety of new delivery and packaging tech-

and other healthcare service providers.”3 According to

tient needs. The company’s first initiative

nologies being developed to address the

services they purchase. They conduct ex-

one study, 76% of respondents expect tools and sup-

was conducted in partnership with design

needs, preferences and expectations of

tensive research on their diseases, treat-

port services from drug manufacturers.4 In the context

and innovation consulting firm IDEO. The

patients. A few recent examples include:

ment options and possible caregivers and

of value-based reimbursement, big data and advanced

“Human-Centered Design” approach to

have begun to demand responses similar

data analytics and rapid advances in digital technol-

finding solutions was applied during the

to those provided by consumer product

ogy, it should be no surprise that patient engagement

design phase of the project, with input

disposable autoinjector that is compatible

companies. Drug delivery and packaging

has become a focus of the pharmaceutical industry.3

from patients, doctors and pharmacists

with standard primary containers and

across India. Dr. Reddy’s is also assessing

“designed to easily deliver high viscosity

the ability of its existing products to “de-

products”10

solutions that are designed to meet the needs and
expectations of these healthcare consumers lead to

Evolving Role of Drug Packaging

more satisfied customers, better medication adher-

Because patients see themselves as active consumers,

ence and greater commercial success.

they expect drug product packaging to provide similar

7

•	
SelfDose® Patient-Controlled Injector from

Patients as Consumers

ucts. Packaging company WestRock found that over

Poor medication adherence continues to

requires only a two-step operation for

The pharmaceutical industry is changing rapidly. Not

a third of respondents to its annual “Packaging Mat-

be a huge issue for the pharmaceutical

easier administration by patients

only are drug discovery techniques and manufactur-

ters” survey were repeat buyers of drug products for

industry, costing large amounts of money

ing methods evolving, but the role of the patient is also

which the packaging kept the product safe and fresh;

in unnecessary disease complications

•	
West is also partnering with digital

morphing from a simple receiver to an active partici-

prevented spills, leaks or breakage; was easy to close

and emergency room visits. Drug product

software-as-a-service provider

pant in drug development. Two factors contributing

and enabled proper dosing; and kept themselves and

packaging is typically the only interaction

HealthPrize to incorporate its digital

to this shift include the increased percentage of costs

their families safe.

that a patient has with the drug manufac-

solutions for boosting patient literacy

turer. If it is difficult to use or confusing, it

and adherence into its self-administered

often contributes to the problem.

injection systems — the goal is to develop

it has become an important factor in the development

8
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that a patient has with the
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> SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTIONS

PERSONALIZED LOGISTICS
SOLUTIONS FOR VIRTUAL AND
HYBRID CLINICAL TRIALS
> BY ARIETTE VAN STRIEN, MARKEN

The pharmaceutical industry is moving toward siteless/hybrid
clinical trials. Implementing such complex studies requires
participation from all members of the supply chain and the
support of an experienced service provider that can ensure
the development of appropriate protocol designs.
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PATIENT CENTRICITY AND THE GROWING

home care and the establishment of DTP/

INTEREST IN SITELESS/HYBRID TRIALS

DFP trial components.

In virtual or siteless trials, patients do not

Once a protocol has been established,

go to investigator sites to receive treat-

adding DTP/DFP services means amending

ment. A single large investigator site or

and resubmitting the protocol for approval.

multiple sites, with a GMP warehouse for

Although Marken provides DTP services in

drug storage, offers options for these types

51 countries, approval varies by protocol

of trials. Treatment is delivered and/or ad-

and is often reviewed by individual country

ministered at each patient’s home through

health authorities on a per-protocol basis.

a Direct-To-Patient (DTP) and nursing net-

Past approval is no guarantee that the next

work protocol, often with the inclusion of

trial protocol with a DTP/DFP component

a Central Pharmacy component. Hybrid

will be automatically approved.

trials comprise investigator sites visited by

In addition, siteless/hybrid trials involve

some patients, combined with treatment of

many more interactions and interfaces, so

some patients directly in their homes.

IT solutions must be considered to facili-

THE DEMAND FOR
SITELESS/VIRTUAL TRIALS
IS STEADILY INCREASING
AS PHARMACEUTICAL
COMPANIES, DOCTORS
AND PATIENTS
RECOGNIZE THE
BENEFITS THEY
PROVIDE TO ALL
PARTIES INVOLVED.

Currently, fully siteless and hybrid trials

tate seamless communication and transfer

are being conducted in the United States

of information and materials. For instance,

and are feasible in several European coun-

systems must be in place to make data

tries. More and more countries are explor-

gathering easy for the patient, yet also

ing the potential for such trials and what

ensure that all information provided to

and adequately answered to design a pro-

regulations are needed to ensure that they

the central laboratory and pharmaceutical

tocol that provides benefits to the patient

are implemented safely.

companies is appropriately blinded. Again,

and ensures success for the drug maker

The demand for siteless/virtual trials

this information can only be available to

and investigator. We make sure that appro-

is steadily increasing as pharmaceutical

the necessary and appropriate parties and

priate wording is used to enable in-home

companies, doctors and patients recog-

must be blinded to all others.

treatment and consider the potential pitfalls that may occur to plan responses in

nize the benefits they provide to all parties

All members of the supply chain must

involved. For patients and their families/

be involved in the protocol design. Clini-

caregivers, treatment in the home is much

cal logistics can no longer be treated as

more convenient than having to travel to a

a transactional part of the business once

THE IMPORTANCE OF END-TO-END

hospital, particularly for people suffering

the protocol has been established. Ques-

VISIBILITY

severe illnesses, the elderly and children.

tions to be resolved include: Is it possible

In the traditional clinical trial model, pa-

For pharmaceutical companies, access to

to establish virtual and/or hybrid trials in

tients visit the investigator site. These

patients in remote locations helps address

the countries of interest? Will there be one

sites have full control of where and when

difficulties with patient recruitment, par-

mega investigator site? How will the drug

drug administration or dispensing takes

ticularly for trials involving rare/orphan

be dispersed and distributed? Will the

place. In virtual/hybrid trials, many pa-

diseases. The treatment of patients at their

drug be physically stored at the manufac-

tients receive treatment in the home, and

homes, utilizing either a doctor or nurs-

turer site or a GMP depot? How will it be

so the level of control is handled remotely.

ing network, offers more convenience for

shipped, and how will overages be avoided?

A logistics approach must be adopted that

the patient and may potentially increase

Trials involving DTP/DFP services must

can guarantee the direct delivery of the

also be designed to cover the last mile.

drug to the patient without any opportuni-

How will the drug get to patients, who will

ty for adulteration. Chain of custody and

THE SUPPLY CHAIN AND TRIAL DESIGN

be the patient caregivers and how will data

documentation control is essential in this

In siteless/hybrid DTP/Direct-From-Pa-

be managed so that it is visible for patient

setup.

tient (DFP) clinical trials, trial materials

delivery but blinded to the pharmaceuti-

The more virtual a clinical trial, there-

are delivered directly to a patient’s home,

cal company? What contingency plans are

fore, the greater the need for systems that

and biological samples are picked up with

in place if a nurse misses an appointment

provide oversight at all times. Immediate

minimal interruption to the patient’s life.

or if the patient isn’t at home at the agreed

access to data is essential to ensure that

The supply chain thus becomes the most

upon time? What options exist for risk mit-

the right decisions are made quickly for

vital link between the manufacturer and

igation if a temperature excursion occurs

optimal operation and reduced cost.

patient. The clinical logistics provider

for a cold storage drug during shipment?

patient compliance and retention.

advance.

Marken uses advanced technologies

and nursing network have the greatest

All of these issues must be clarified in

and IT systems that work with clients’

interaction with the patient and, like all

detail before the protocol is finalized. As

Interactive Response Technologies (IRTs).

other parties who are involved in the sup-

a comprehensive, patient-centered clinical

Marken’s Sentry GPS Tracker technology is

ply chain, are charged with protecting pa-

logistics provider, Marken takes a holis-

used to track and manage our supply chain.

tient privacy.

tic approach to protocol development for

With improved supply chain intelligence,

The key to a successful siteless/hybrid

siteless/virtual trials. We work closely with

we are able to avoid damage or loss of drug

trial is understanding in advance which

our clients and the entire supply chain to

products and samples, reduce medication

aspects of the trial will include patient

ensure that the right questions are asked

waste and ship much smaller quantities. In
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addition, Marken offers Viseo, an app that

Our commitment to quality underlies all

allows patients to track their home deliver-

of these activities. Marken has designed

ies of clinical trial materials and the pick-

our quality system to mimic the high-per-

up of their biological specimens via their

formance quality systems of our pharma-

mobile device or personal computer. Real-

ceutical customers. This system influenc-

time driver and nurse traceability trans-

es everything we do and ensures that we

lates into improved patient expectations

provide strong support for our customer

and DTP/DFP confidence.

through the last mile. We have taken quality to the next level with the introduction

DON’T FORGET RETURN LOGISTICS

of a new certification program for our driv-

Return logistics is challenging for any

ers. No other logistics provider has a glob-

clinical trial, but even more so in siteless/

al program like this in place. It is but one

hybrid trials. In the traditional model, any

example of Marken’s commitment to being

unused drug product must be collected at

the supply chain partner of choice for the

the investigator site, accounted for and de-

clinical trials market.

MARKEN IS THE GLOBAL
LEADER IN PROVIDING
PATIENT-CENTRIC SUPPLY
CHAIN SOLUTIONS FOR
THE PHARMACEUTICAL
AND LIFE SCIENCES
INDUSTRIES.

of DTP trials and the volume of patients
participating in DTP trials supported by

stroyed. This is contingent upon individual

While there may be challenges to con-

country regulations; some allow shipment

ducting siteless/hybrid trials, the benefits

of unused product back to the manufactur-

can outweigh the considerations — as long

The unique requirements of siteless/vir-

er, while others do not, and disposal must

as the challenges are understood and

tual trials need careful attention to ensure

take place locally with appropriate docu-

perhaps avoided from the start. An expe-

the development of suitable protocols

mentation from the manufacturer.

rienced clinical logistics provider like

and their ultimate success. Marken offers

Marken can make all the difference in

workshops with ideas, lessons learned

ensuring a successful outcome.

and the factors that must be considered

These issues must be considered for
siteless/hybrid trials, in addition to the

THINK DIFFERENT.
THINK MARKEN.

Marken tripled.

challenge of collecting materials from

We have been conducting DTP trials

when designing siteless/hybrid trials. We

many individual patient homes. These

since 2012 and have adapted systems

outline the steps and process from initial

materials can include unused drug product

and processes based on our experiences

discussions with all supply chain partners

and any special drug delivery devices or

with different vendors and pharmaceuti-

through protocol design, ensuring that

sharps containers. Dangerous goods train-

cal companies. No other company pro-

patient needs are addressed and no steps

ing is required for the drivers collecting

vides DTP/DFP services in 51 countries,

are missed that could create problems

and transporting these materials.

an opportunity to integrate home health

during execution of their clinical trials.

nursing services and an extensive global

More progress and research are needed

EXPERIENCE MATTERS

depot network offering on-time delivery

so that further benefits may continue to

As the clinical supply chain subsidiary of

to patient homes and the opportunity for

crystalize.

United Parcel Service (UPS), Marken is

late-stage customization. In our exclusive

committed to continuous enhancements

nursing network, the nurse has the ability

PERSONALIZED SOLUTIONS

of its service offerings for all clinical tri-

to become the driver, which optimizes flow

Marken prides itself on creating solutions

als. The company’s new hybrid logistics

and reduces costs while providing better

that are personalized for the pharmaceu-

service leverages its position as a wholly

patient support.

tical industry and for each of our clients.

owned subsidiary of UPS, providing an en-

The industry is moving toward siteless/

No other clinical logistics provider offers

hanced network, superior visibility and the

hybrid trials. Marken has recently seen

the range of services and global support

dedicated customer care that has always

a steady increase in demand for our DTP

for traditional and siteless trials that

been a hallmark of Marken’s services.

services. From 2016 to 2017, the number

Marken provides. We are always seeking

GMP DEPOT
NETWORK

CENTRAL
LAB

PATIENT

CRO
INVESTIGATOR
SITE

SECURITY

SPECIALTY LAB

DRUG
INNOVATOR

MEDICAL DEVICE
MANUFACTURER

REGULATORY

CMO

new opportunities to create more and bet-

TRADE
COMPLIANCE

ter services for our clients.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

The world is moving toward siteless tri-

Ariette van Strien

als, a trend we recognized years ago and

Chief Commercial Officer, Marken

for which we have been preparing ever

As Chief Commercial Officer at Marken, Ariette van Strien is responsible
for the global sales, pricing, marketing and project management teams
across the globe. She has been instrumental in building strategic
relationships with companies throughout the pharmaceutical industry.
Through her expertise, management and guidance, Ariette has helped
to double the size of Marken in the past eight years and is spearheading
Marken’s newest service, Home Health Care (HHC), which is a unique
addition to the Direct To/From Patient (DTP/DFP) service launched in 2012.
LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/ariette-van-strien-0706144
Email ariette.vanstrien@marken.com
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TRACK
& TRACE

since. We combine our existing knowledge
and expertise with a drive for continuous
improvement. This strategy is clearly
evinced by our many recent innovations:
our nursing network, electronic solutions
for data gathering, our DTP White Book
Industry Guide, the development of additional interactive response technologies
and the addition of a home healthcare
nursing network, with much more planned
for the future.

P

Patient-centric clinical trials are now the industry standard.
You need a logistics provider with the expertise, resources and
global network to safeguard your entire supply chain — from
point of origin through the last mile. Marken is the global partner
you need to support this next generation of clinical trials.
Create greater efficiency and reduce the risk of managing
multiple logistics providers. Marken Makes It Happen.
EXPECT MORE FROM YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN PROVIDER
Expert@Marken.com | www.marken.com

DESIGN LOGIC Marken Website Launch

SCALING FOR GROWTH

Need Assurance in Your
Clinical Supply Chain?

Since becoming the clinical supply chain subsidiary of UPS
in 2016, Marken has experienced a period of unprecedented expansion in both geography and capability. Reflecting
this growth, the brand has evolved considerably, first with a
“Lifeblood” campaign that illustrated Marken’s value across
the entire clinical supply chain and its innate commitment
to patients.

NEW LOOK,
SAME UNWAVERING
PATIENT COMMITMENT

THE NEW MARKEN.COM

BREADTH OF SERVICE

Marken is both a service and technology provider, so user ex-

The website also serves as Marken’s biggest opportunity to

perience and functionality were key considerations in a com-

showcase the breadth of its offering, as it is the primary chan-

plete redesign of its website. But before these elements could

nel through which current and prospective customers engage

be addressed, the site needed to first provide a cohesive

with the brand. So information must be displayed in a way

representation of the business and brand. For Marken, this

that is clear, comprehensible and easy to navigate.

began with a logo update incorporating the UPS relationship

This is especially important as Marken continues to add

and a clear illustration of how specifically the new relation-

services to its already robust portfolio. By categorizing these

ship delivers value to customers.

capabilities into logical segments within the navigation,

The Marken brand has historically been people- and

users are able to quickly find information and understand

patient-centric, which remains a focal point of the new web-

the breadth of Marken’s offering. This concept is further lev-

site — most notably through a banner video playing at the top

eraged through a secondary modular navigation that gives

of the home page, but also in the images and iconography

access to Marken’s top-tier services, which is featured just

used throughout the site. The benefits of the UPS relationship

below the home page banner upon scrolling.

are explained through content and visuals that describe three
flexible levels of service now available to customers.
TO LEARN MORE ABOUT MARKEN, VISIT WWW.MARKEN.COM

A global leader in patient-centric supply chain services
enhances its web presence to reflect its rapid growth.

Marken, a wholly owned subsidiary of UPS, is the leading
provider of patient-centric supply chain solutions for the
global pharmaceutical and life sciences industries. As the
only supply chain organization dedicated exclusively to
serving these markets, Marken is continuously refining
its offering to meet new demands being driven by trends
toward personalized therapies and treatment plans,
including virtual or partially virtual clinical trials.

DIRECT-TO-PATIENT SERVICES
Since its inception, Marken has designed its
services and technologies with an unwavering
focus on the patient at the end of the clinical
supply chain. Its direct-to-patient/direct-frompatient service has long been a cornerstone
of its offering, enabling more patients in need
to participate in trials being conducted in all
areas of the world. This service is complemented by a suite of industry-leading technology products that enable end-to-end supply
chain visibility, from time- and temperaturesensitive delivery of clinical trial materials to

MARKEN OFFICE

Research Triangle
Park Office
1009 Slater Road
Suite 120
Durham, NC 27703
United States
Tel: +1 800 627 5361
Email: info@marken.com
HOW TO GET THERE

biological sample shipments.
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REGULATO R Y S P OTLIG HT

DESIGN LOGIC Marken Website Launch

David Alvaro, Ph.D.

Scientific Editorial Director
Nice Insight

COMPETITIVE GENERIC THERAPY

WORLDWIDE NETWORK
Marken’s global footprint is continually expanding to better serve its customers and
meet the varying needs of global patient

approved in its first cycle of review,

populations. To showcase these locations, an

which further underscores the advan-

interactive map highlights them and the spe-

tages of the deeper agency engagement

cific services available at each site. Users

and the expedited process.1

can search for a location or service using a
number of advanced filtering options, or they
can zoom into an area of interest directly on
the map itself.
TOOLS & TECHNOLOGIES
Marken’s customers rely on the organization’s proprietary technologies to book, ship
and track clinical trial materials and biological samples. When it comes to the clinical
supply chain, which relies on the successful

Competitive
Generic Therapy:
A New Patient-Centric
FDA Pathway

patient-centric

pro-generics

approach: “This approval demonstrates
that the competitive generic therapy
pathway is efficient and open for business. This pathway is a key step in making safe and effective generic drugs
available to patients quickly and ensurpatients have affordable access to the
treatments they need.”2

n light of the ongoing public and

smaller patient populations less likely to
attract investment.2

Chip Davis, the President and CEO
of the Association for Accessible Medi-

In developing the new website, it was

political concern over drug pricing,

essential that users have instant, seamless

the U.S. Food and Drug Administra-

Eligibility for the CGT designation is

cines, a trade group representing ge-

access to booking, tracking and inventory

tion (FDA) has developed a number

based on a determination by the FDA

nerics manufacturers and distributors,

management tools — specifically Marken

of patient-centric initiatives aimed at

that there is “inadequate generic compe-

praised the CGT pathway, hailing it as

FastTrack, Marken Solo and Marken Maes-

reducing drug prices, preventing sudden

tition” for a given drug, defined as there

“a better long-term sustainable solution

tro. This was accomplished using a quick-

price increases and protecting vulner-

being no more than one approved drug in

than considering bringing in drugs from

access toolbar at the top of the home page,

able patient populations. A number of

the active section of the Orange Book, re-

foreign markets.”3

allowing users to jump straight to the infor-

these initiatives involve championing the

gardless of whether it is the original NDA-

mation they need without having to search

development of generics, which has be-

approved reference listed drug (RLD) or

for it in the navigation.

come an essential pillar in the agency’s

a generic.2

P

The CGT designation confers several

The CGT pathway was designed
to incentivize the development
of generics for drugs for which
there is effectively no market
competition, particularly in
the cases of drugs for smaller
patient populations less likely
to attract investment.

This summer bore the first fruits of

advantages to the sponsor company,

one of the FDA’s latest initiatives promot-

including cross-disciplinary FDA assis-

ing generics, as Apotex’s Abbreviated

tance provided to the sponsor during

New Drug Application (ANDA) 211067 be-

the application process and throughout

came the first generic drug to obtain ap-

development, expedited review of their

proval under the agency’s new Competi-

ANDA and eligibility for a 180-day period

tive Generic Therapy (CGT) designation.1

of marketing exclusivity.

Competitive Generic Therapy

tends the six-month exclusivity typically

The CGT pathway was introduced in an

granted to the first approved generic for

amendment to the FDA Reauthoriza-

a given drug to a new generic version of

tion Act of 2017, following Congression-

any drug for which there is no more than

SETTING THE INDUSTRY STANDARD

al oversight hearings into a series of

one actively commercialized product.

For more than 35 years, Marken has been de-

steep price increases for older drugs

The first CGT-designated drug is po-

veloping innovative solutions to address the

like Epipen, Daraprim and Nitropress

tassium chloride oral solution (20 and

demands of the market and provide its cus-

that concluded that a competitive mar-

40 MEQ/15 mL) for the prevention and

tomers with the tools they need to safeguard

ketplace serves patient interests by

treatment of hypokalemia in patients

their clinical supply chains from the point of

reducing drug prices. The CGT pathway

on ongoing diuretic therapy. The pa-

origin to the patient. With its new website,

was designed to incentivize the devel-

tient population targeted by this drug

Pathway and 180-Day Exclusivity.” FDA Law Blog.

Marken continues to support its position as

opment of generics for drugs for which

is not large, but it will be better served

19 May 2017. Web.

the go-to resource for world-class end-to-end

there is effectively no market competi-

by the introduction of competition

supply chain support.

tion, particularly in the cases of drugs for

into the market. The generic drug was

The CGT designation essentially ex-

> ICON DEVELOPMENT Specialty Logistics Service

Q3 2018

agency’s

ing there’s adequate competition so

mission to serve public health.
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argued that the approval validates the

ture-sensitive shipments, these visibility— and must be both easy to access and use.
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FDA Commissioner Scott Gottlieb, M.D.,

transport of extremely time- and temperaenabling technologies are especially critical

In developing the new website, it was essential
that users have instant, seamless access to
booking, tracking and inventory management
tools — specifically Marken FastTrack, Marken
Solo and Marken Maestro.

A New Paradigm

P
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> QUA LITY CONTROL

ANALYTICAL CHALLENGES FOR CDMOS

to eliminate gaps, many pharma compa-

we have focused on recruiting and hiring

Contract development and manufacturing

nies find themselves receiving complete

the right people to address those needs.

organizations (CDMOs) face intense scru-

response letters from the FDA owing to de-

All members of our AD team have con-

tiny as outside vendors involved in drug

ficiencies in their filings relevant to these

siderable experience in analytical devel-

development and manufacturing. They

new requirements, forcing them and their

opment, and many have also worked in

must provide a very high level of confi-

outsourcing partners to revise and revali-

pharmaceutical development and manu-

dence in the analytical data they generate

date their existing analytical methods.

facturing. Significantly, many of our staff

CDMOs must have a comprehensive

have extensive experience from a busi-

process in place to track new regulatory

ness as well as a technical perspective. As

CDMOs must also transfer in fit-for-

changes and ensure ongoing compliance.

a result of this dynamic background, they

purpose analytical methods for use dur-

Investing additional time and effort to

have a well-rounded understanding of how

ing manufacturing processes, which can

maintain experienced staff and continual-

the QC department should operate and

be quite challenging if there is a lack of

ly develop state-of-the-art, validated ana-

how business should be conducted with

historical knowledge available from their

lytical methods ensures that customers

UPM’s clients.

clients. This poses greater issues for

have confidence in their regulatory filings.

to both their pharma customers and regulatory agencies.

PARTNERING FOR SUCCESS

projects in which the client has already

INCREASING CUSTOMER SUCCESSES
THROUGH ENHANCED QC AGILITY
AND FLEXIBILITY
> BY DANIEL DIXON, AND DR. CHI-CHANG “J.C.” WUNG, UPM PHARMACEUTICALS

Enhancing the robustness of analytical development (AD) and quality control
(QC) functions is one way that UPM Pharmaceuticals furthers the success of
our customers’ projects while reducing cost and shortening project timelines.
We are accomplishing this through investments in technology and ensuring that
we have the right people with the necessary talent, abilities and experience to
be agile in meeting evolving client needs and regulatory requirements.
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filed an application with the regulatory

NEED TO EXCEL

The constantly shifting nature of the phar-

agency and optimization of methods is no

The key to success for CDMOs and their

maceutical industry requires continuous

longer possible.

clients is accelerating development and

education to ensure that all QC team mem-

The rapid growth of industry under-

commercialization to reduce time to mar-

bers are briefed on the latest advances in

standing of diseases and disease mecha-

ket. Analytical teams must remain up-to-

analytical technologies and translational

nisms has led to the development of in-

date on new technologies, techniques and

medicine. To ensure that we are continu-

creasingly complex drug substances that

regulatory requirements, while taking

ously improving, we have implemented a

require associated advances in testing;

into account business considerations and

partnering strategy and are working with

validation of these methods has become

phase-appropriate methods.

external experts to increase our internal
knowledge base and expertise.

more challenging. Keeping abreast of ad-

Analytical development is a cost center

vances in medicinal chemistry — as well

and thus must be continually evaluated in

Instrument manufacturers and other

as separation and detection technologies

order to maintain cost control. To accom-

vendors are providing basic as well as

— requires a great deal of analytical expe-

plish this, lean operation is essential, with

intermediate-level

rience and expertise, along with continu-

client collaboration paramount to suc-

tant aspects of chemistry and analytical

ing education.

training

on

impor-

cess. Transparent and close communica-

method development and troubleshoot-

Regulatory requirements also evolve as

tion between the CDMO and the client

ing related to specific techniques, such as

more understanding is achieved. For in-

when transferring methods is crucial for

high-performance liquid chromatography.

stance, new requirements for the detection

efficient and timely project implementa-

We are also providing training to increase

of elemental impurities (USP 232/233) be-

tion. It is also critical to apply previous

our internal expertise in metrology.

came effective in January 2018. There have

experience to the identification and pre-

also been updates to ICH Q3C regulations

vention of potential problems, along with

ENHANCING PROFESSIONAL

on residual solvent exposure limits and

excellence in troubleshooting, to rapidly

DEVELOPMENT

ICH Q3BR2 on drug product impurities.

resolve any issues that may arise.

In addition to partnering with external

As new requirements are implemented

IN ADDITION TO
PARTNERING WITH
EXTERNAL ENTITIES
TO ENHANCE OUR
SCIENTIFIC EXPERTISE,
UPM IS PROVIDING
OPPORTUNITIES FOR OUR
ANALYTICAL SCIENTISTS
TO IMPROVE THEIR
BUSINESS ACUMEN.

An understanding of how methods

entities to enhance our scientific exper-

evolve to ensure phase-appropriateness

tise, UPM is providing opportunities for

as drug manufacturing processes are

our analytical scientists to improve their

developed is equally important. As the

business acumen. We want our QC team

product and process are refined, the ana-

to go beyond being technical experts by

lytical requirements become more specif-

becoming well-rounded subject matter

ic. At the beginning of a project, a CDMO

experts who understand the business im-

often has only vague product quality spec-

pacts of their activities, so we can provide

ifications to guide method development.

our clients with comprehensive support.

Knowing which additional tests are need-

We are also pursuing another approach

ed to gain process knowledge and build

to continuous improvement through the

the larger data set needed to allow the

development of a formal process for per-

development of robust methods increases

formance and professional goals manage-

project efficiency and minimizes cost.

ment. This process is wide-reaching but
tailored to the needs of each individual

RESTRUCTURED ANALYTICAL DEPARTMENT

with respect to performance and profes-

People with the right talents and experi-

sional growth. With a standard process

ence are central to the effectiveness of a

for driving continuous improvement in

QC group. Since taking our roles at UPM,

our employees that includes measurable
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investment, UPM is demonstrating its

tools that will expand our analytical ca-

for impurity analysis, we are revisiting

commitment to making our employees

pabilities. Recent examples include an

our existing analytical methods and mak-

more valuable members of the company.

inductively coupled plasma mass spec-

ing them not only more robust but capa-

Doing so benefits the employees, the com-

trometer (ICP-MS) for elemental impu-

ble of identifying unknown impurities.

pany and our customers.

rity analysis as required by the aforemen-

UPM is also establishing internal pro-

An internal training program was suc-

tioned new regulations. With this addition,

grams for routine monitoring of equip-

cessfully implemented to help our analyti-

UPM is able to perform these analyses

ment and processes to reduce equipment

cal experts think and work together as an

in-house rather than outsourcing them,

downtime and increase the efficiency of

effective and cohesive team that can drive

which streamlines the service we provide

maintenance efforts. Across the board,

business success and make certain that

to clients and reduces concerns about

our goals are to achieve right-the-first-

the QC staff at UPM have the capabilities

negative impacts on time and cost.

time data delivery with a high level of con-

necessary to exceed client needs. Estab-

We are also leveraging other tools

lished internal training programs have

designed to minimize the need to out-

found ways to help employees improve

source analytical work, such as Malvern

their time management skills with the goal

particle size analyzers and a thermogravi-

INTENSE FOCUS ON VALIDATION

of increasing the efficiency of operations

metric analysis–differential scanning cal-

In the past, many companies did not place

in the QC department.

orimeter (TGA-DSC).

much emphasis on validation of USP meth-

fidence and to reduce any chances for lost
production time.

All of these investments enable UPM

ods. These methods were typically taken

EQUIPMENT INVESTMENTS

to better characterize drug products

at face value; because they were pre-vali-

Investment in advancing the capabilities

and meet regulatory requirements using

dated, they were assumed to be effective.

of our scientists can only be truly lever-

robust methods. Historical analytical tech-

At UPM, however, we have observed sig-

aged if they have access to advanced

niques generally take only a limited num-

nificant complexity in many USP methods

equipment and instrumentation. UPM

ber of product impurities into account.

that leads to ambiguity. Consequently, we

continually invests in new equipment and

In anticipation of growing requirements

are in the process of verifying and validat-

FROM CONCEPT
TO COMMERCIAL
FOR SOLID DOSE
& SEMI-SOLIDS

ing these complex USP methods to ensure
that we have the necessary in-house capability and knowledge to provide robust

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

analyses with a high degree of accuracy

Daniel Dixon

Vice President of Quality Control, UPM Pharmaceuticals
Daniel Dixon joined UPM in November 2017, taking the position of Vice
President of Quality Control. His charter is to bring in processes and
programs that will enhance the robustness of the quality control group.
With 21 years of experience in quality assurance, quality engineering,
process improvement, manufacturing, R&D, process scale-up and process/
software validation for drugs and medical devices, Daniel is ideally suited
to oversee UPM’s Analytical Testing & Development groups and the
Microbiological & Raw Material Testing Labs. He brings a unique set of
skills and insight that will enable him to continue the drive for excellence
and leading performance in the analytical organization at UPM.

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/daniel-dixon-b97675a5/
Email ddixon@upm-inc.com

and reproducibility. Doing so will provide
more confidence in the data we generate
and the likelihood that client regulatory
filings will be successful.
ENSURING CUSTOMER SUCCESS
The ultimate target for all changes taking place within UPM’s QC group is to
enhance the organization’s agility and
flexibility while increasing the trust both
our clients and the regulatory authorities
have in our analytical work. For instance,
a new analytical method protocol template
with a streamlined format is speeding up
the method development process. Our forward-thinking, quality-by-design (QbD) ap-

Dr. Chi-Chang “J.C.” Wung
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Director of Analytical Development, UPM Pharmaceuticals

proach allows us to identify and close gaps

J.C. Wung joined UPM Pharmaceuticals in July 2018 as the Director
of Analytical Development. He has over 25 years of experience in the
pharmaceutical industry including more than 16 years of experience in
analytical method development and validation, method transfer, stability
testing and QC release in GMP environments with small companies
like SIGA Technologies, Inc. to large pharmaceutical companies, such
as GlaxoSmithKline and Biogen Idec. He has broad knowledge and
experience of pharmaceutical industry regulations, including ICH, FDA
and compendia (USP, JP, EP) and has been involved in the preparation of
numerous CMC sections for IND, CTA, NDA and ANDA submissions.

gating risks early on. By providing a range

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/jcwung/
Email jcwung@upm-inc.com

to rapidly meet the specific needs of each
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Madrid, Spain

before they become issues, thereby mitiof analytical services needed throughout
the project life cycle from development to
filing and commercialization, we can in-

To learn more, visit www.upm-inc.com
or call +1 423 989 8000

crease efficiency while reducing cost.
Overall, we are developing robust systems and building the highest possible level of expertise that, when combined with

Processing Capabilities

Tablets & Capsules

Creams & Ointments

our greater agility and flexibility, allows us

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Capacity for 3.5 billion tablets and
680 million capsules per year
• Sophisticated tableting and
encapsulation technology
• Multi-layer tableting

• Capacity for 138,000 kg units
per year
• Automated packaging lines for
tubes and jars

of our clients and ensure the greatest likelihood of success.

Q3 2018

UPM Pharmaceuticals is an independent, award-winning
CDMO. We offer development and manufacturing of tablets,
capsules and semi-solid dosage forms – including DEA
controlled substances (CII–CV) and a controlled humidity
suite. At our 476,000 sq ft facility in Bristol, Tennessee, our
experienced personnel can advance your project from lab
scale to commercialization in a single location. UPM has
successfully implemented its serialization program.

P

Dry blending
Wet & dry granulation
Fluid bed processing/drying
Controlled substances (CII-CV)
Clinical & commercial packaging
Full analytical support

>  STRATEGIC ACQUISITIONS

GREATER EFFICIENCY AND PRODUCTIVITY

terms of both capabilities and capacity

record. We bring a wealth of industry

ARE IMPERATIVE

to meet unexpected needs, from tech-

knowledge and expertise in supply chain

With public perception at an all-time low

nical

market

management, process and formulation

and value-based pricing a critical concern

demand. They also have excellent global

development, commercialization, prod-

for payers and patients, it is imperative

supply chain management capabilities,

uct launch and technical transfer to bear

that the pharmaceutical industry adopts

with demonstrated success on the inter-

on customer projects, facilitating the

new business models that eliminate finan-

national level under both normal and

rapid, cost-effective development of ad-

cial and economic waste.

adverse conditions.

vanced medicines.

tion drugs in the United States in 2017

AVARA’S PROMISE: DELIVERING ON

America and Europe, Avara’s breadth of

range between $324 and $506 billion,

COMMITMENTS

services encompasses API, oral solid

taking rebates into account.1 This number

Avara’s CDMO capabilities reflect both re-

dose and liquid sterile drug product man-

is expected to increase at a faster pace

liability and flexibility for customers. The

ufacturing, consumer health products and

than other types of healthcare spending.

experience of our leadership team and the

globally integrated packaging and distri-

Meanwhile, the Tufts Center for the Study

culture we instill across the company en-

bution, including serialization support.

of Drug Development estimated in 2016

sure that customer priorities are always in

We offer process and cost optimization,

that the cost of developing a new drug is

focus. Avara was established specifically

supported by expertise in tech trans-

nearly $2.6 billion — an annual increase of

to focus on clients and provide an excep-

fers and compliance with global regula-

8.5% over the cost estimated in 2013.2

tional outsourcing experience by deliver-

tory guidelines. Specialized capabilities

The status quo is no longer acceptable.

ing on our commitments, and the indus-

include highly energetic chemistry and

Productivity and efficiency in drug devel-

try veterans that lead the company have

the production and handling of highly

opment and manufacturing — and across

experience on both sides of outsourcing.

potent drug substances/products that

the supply chain — must be achieved. This

As a result, we fully understand the chal-

require high containment.

will require not merely optimization but

lenges our customers face.

problems

to

changing

With world-class facilities in North

Estimates for spending on prescrip-

As a full-service CDMO, Avara offers

also reinvention of business practices

Forming long-term, strategic partner-

integrated capabilities designed to meet

and partnerships, as well as the elimina-

ships with our customers is integral to our

customers’ needs. By offering end-to-end

CONTINUING ON THE ACQUISITION TRAIL:
BUILDING OUT A WORLD-CLASS,
CUSTOMER-ORIENTED CDMO

tion of overcapacity. Process and product

ability to effectively support them. With

services and forming partnerships with

quality must be improved, the length of

this approach, Avara not only provides

our customers, we help them reduce risk

the supply chain shortened and the time

security of supply, but also ensures regu-

and simplify their supplier bases while

it takes to get drugs to market reduced —

latory compliance. We are committed to

ensuring quality and regulatory compli-

all while assuring security and regulatory

creating value across the entire supply

ance within their supply networks. These

compliance. Doing so will ensure that all

chain. Our employees recognize the need

activities are performed by people with

activities provide value: all members of

for an operational approach that maximiz-

extensive experience in the pharmaceu-

the supply chain can receive fair returns

es efficiency, productivity and quality. We

tical industry who recognize that every-

while patients receive life-saving medi-

are thus able to share the benefits we real-

thing they do impacts the health and well-

cines at fair prices.

ize from increased volumes or improved

being of patients.

> BY TIM TYSON, AVARA PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICES

Pharmaceutical companies need contract development and manufacturing
partners that can act as extensions of their businesses, reliably providing
on-time and in-full delivery of end-to-end, customized support from discovery
through commercialization. Avara Pharmaceutical Services was founded in
2015 to fill this gap in the market. Through ongoing acquisitions of world-class
facilities from leading pharmaceutical companies, Avara continues to expand
its global footprint and capabilities to better serve its customers.
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efficiencies with our customers by offerEFFECTIVE CDMO PARTNERS ARE CRUCIAL

ing guaranteed price positions.

ACHIEVING CDMO EXCELLENCE THROUGH
ACQUISITION

The right CDMOs can help drive efficiency

The commitment of Avara to deliver on

and productivity in the pharmaceutical

our promises was recently recognized by

Avara’s extensive network of operations

supply chain by improving innovator com-

Life Science Leader, who selected Avara

serving

panies’ cost structures, providing security

Pharmaceutical Services as a winner of

market has been carefully constructed

of supply, enhancing regulatory compli-

the 2018 CMO Leadership Awards in the

through strategic acquisition of state-of-

ance and building long-term confidence.

six core categories (Capabilities, Compat-

the-art manufacturing facilities from lead-

These CDMOs recognize the need for

ibility, Expertise, Quality, Reliability and

ing pharmaceutical companies. These all

change, understand the driving forces and

Service). This industry recognition can

have an exceptional record of delivery —

actively work to facilitate movement to-

be attributed to the members of the Avara

from APIs to commercialized medicines

ward more effective business models.

global team, who are key to our success.

and OTC consumer health products.

ductive strategic partnerships with their

END-TO-END CUSTOMER SUPPORT

is the potential to improve the customer

customers serve as extensions of their

Of course, delivering on scope, schedule,

experience.

customers’ businesses and become inte-

quality/regulatory compliance and price

ties incorporated into our network must

gral to their operations. They meet mile-

commitments requires attention to de-

enable Avara to better serve both existing

stones and the quality, quantity and price

tail and collaboration within Avara. Our

and new customers. We have established

expectations of the customer by thor-

achievements on this front are demon-

a tightly integrated CDMO by uniting the

oughly understanding the project and its

strated by our history of supplying U.S.

operations and people at each site into a

complexity. Such CDMOs offer tailored

and international markets and our first-

corporate culture based on common val-

contractual agreements and flexibility in

class safety, health and environmental

ues and standards.

the

global

biopharmaceutical

At the core of each acquisition decision

Tech-savvy CDMOs that establish pro-

Any

additional

capabili-
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The necessary autonomy is retained to

FURTHER GROWTH FOR GREATER

maintain total customer focus depend-

CUSTOMER SERVICE

ing on the product and supply chain, with

At Avara, we want to help our customers

experienced managers empowered to

succeed by accelerating the delivery of

align their site capabilities to meet the

drugs to the marketplace while facilitat-

specific needs of their customers. The

ing the changes that are essential for the

role of each Avara site is to reliably deliver

future of the industry. We recognize that

product to the highest quality standards —

true experience only comes with time and

on time and in full — while reducing costs

develops with a desire to not only do more,

and avoiding supply chain issues.

but to do it better, even when faced with
challenges. For CDMOs, this means that

AVARA’S ACQUISITION TRAIL

continuous improvement and planned,
is

strategic growth are both essential. The

poised for further growth and prepared

continued acquisition of world-class facil-

for change. We have a growth strategy

ities from leading pharmaceutical compa-

and a plan for flexibility in response to

nies is enabling Avara to widen our global

market and customer demands, which

footprint, offer a broad combination of

are supported by our people, processes

complementary capabilities that are in

and systems. We are committed to ex-

high demand and provide ever more ex-

panding our global network to ensure ev-

ceptional customer service.

Avara

Pharmaceutical

Services

er-improved efficiency, productivity and

We will continue to expand our port-

reliability for our customers. We contin-

folio, emphasizing the maximization of

ue to expand our portfolio with a focus

productivity and the minimization of

on key regions around the world, includ-

unexpected issues, with a total focus on

ing emerging markets, and services that

serving our customers. To ensure that we

can add to or complement our existing

continue to meet the growing demands

offerings.

of the industry, Avara is also committed

Avara has grown from its initial start

to expanding our global development and

with headquarters in Norwalk, Connecti-

manufacturing expertise into the area

cut and one secondary manufacturing

of biopharmaceutical drug development

and packaging facility in Arecibo, Puerto

and manufacturing.

Rico to a company soon to have 10 sites,

As we move along the acquisition trail,

including two additional sites each in

the customer experience will remain our

Canada and the U.S. and one each in Eng-

central focus. Additional capabilities will

land, Ireland, Italy and France.

AVARA’S EXTENSIVE
NETWORK OF OPERATIONS
SERVING THE GLOBAL
BIOPHARMACEUTICAL
MARKET HAS BEEN
CAREFULLY CONSTRUCTED
THROUGH STRATEGIC
ACQUISITION OF
STATE-OF-THE-ART
MANUFACTURING
FACILITIES
FROM LEADING
PHARMACEUTICAL
COMPANIES.

EXPERIENCE
AT YOUR SIDE
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be added only if they enable us to better

1. “A Look at Drug Spending in the U.S.: Estimates and

We made our first entry into the Cana-

serve new and existing customers, and

projections from various stakeholders.” The Pew Charitable

dian market with our most recent acqui-

every decision will have our customers’

sition from Novartis (May 2018), which

and our experienced employees’ best

included Canada’s largest sterile manu-

interests in mind.

Trusts, 27 Feb. 2018. Web.
2. Joseph A. DiMasi et al. “Innovation in the pharmaceutical
industry: New estimates of R&D costs,” Journal of Health
Economics, 47:20–33 (2016).
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facturing facility for injectable medicines and the adjacent Sandoz Development Center. This acquisition followed
the purchase of Pfizer’s Liscate, Italy
facility (August 2017), bringing capacity
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for the liquid and lyophilized fill-finish

Tim Tyson

of sterile injectable products.

EXPERIENCE A CDMO THAT
DELIVERS ON ITS COMMITMENTS

Chairman and CEO, Avara Pharmaceutical Services

Avara has also recently expanded its

Tim Tyson, Chairman and CEO of Avara Pharmaceutical Services, and
previously the CEO of Aptuit, has been instrumental in bringing more
than 50 life-saving and life-improving medicines to market. Prior to that,
he was President and CEO of Valeant Pharmaceuticals and served as
President of GlaxoSmithKline Global Manufacturing & Supply, where
he had responsibility for over 100 manufacturing sites and outsourced
manufacturing worldwide. Mr. Tyson holds a bachelors degree in
engineering from the United States Military Academy at West Point
and MBA and MPA degrees from Jacksonville State University (USA).

capabilities in solid dosage form manufacturing, packaging and distribution
with the acquisition of AstraZeneca’s
plant in Reims, France (October 2017)
and GlaxoSmithKline’s facility in Aiken,
South Carolina (April 2018). We now offer
customers solid dose drug product manufacturing services, including granulation, coating, blending, encapsulation,

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/tim-tyson-89543a39
Email tctyson@avara.com

compression and drying of tablets and
capsules, in both the U.S. and Europe.

MEET US AT
CPhI WorldWide
Oct. 9-11, 2018
Madrid, Spain
Booth #3A51

Avara is a rapidly expanding CDMO led by some of the industry’s most
experienced veterans. With seven world-class facilities offering proven
quality in APIs, liquid sterile and oral solid dose drug product, and packaging,
we also bring ﬂexibility and a seasoned understanding of how to optimize
the customer experience. In fact, the Avara promise is a differentiating
commitment to delivering on time, in full, and at a fair price.
www.avara.com | wlpasek@avara.com | +1 203 683 8024
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> STRATEGIC SPONSO RSHIP

ALIGNING WITH SPONSORS
FOR STRATEGIC GROWTH
> BY SYED T. HUSAIN AND CATHERINE H. HANLEY, ALCAMI CORPORATION

In the current climate, the success of innovative small and medium-sized
drug companies is increasingly important to the success of the industry as
a whole. Alcami is focused on enabling the growth of these firms and, in the
process, changing the structure of the market. Having demonstrated the
feasibility of our integrated business model and educational strategy, we are
taking these efforts to the next level through our partnership with Madison
Dearborn Partners (MDP).
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ALCAMI’S UNIQUE STRATEGY

today. This phase was sponsored by Ares

There are nearly 3,000 pharmaceutical

Capital Corporation, a leading specialty

companies in the United States with reve-

finance company that provides one-stop

nues of $500 million or less. Most lack the

debt and equity financing solutions to

logistical resources to bring their innova-

U.S. middle-market companies and power

tive drugs to market and are located in

generation projects.

areas with minimal outsourcing support.

Given that Ares is focused on finan-

Alcami originally formed in 2013 when

cial management, when Ares took on the

AAI Pharma Services and Cambridge Ma-

sponsorship of Alcami, it was recognized

jor Laboratories joined forces; however,

by both companies that a sponsor with

the official Alcami brand launched in

knowledge of the pharmaceutical industry

March 2016 based on the understanding

would ultimately be needed. The search,

of “two persons and a patent.” We seek

initiated in early 2018 by Ares, resulted in

to drive change and positively impact the

the selection of Madison Dearborn Part-

industry by providing much needed sup-

ners (MDP) as Alcami’s new sponsor. MDP

port to a key group of innovators that have

is a leading private equity investment firm

largely been ignored — though they repre-

in the United States with a significant

sent the future.

amount of experience in the healthcare

ALCAMI’S ULTIMATE
GOAL IS TO BECOME
AN INDUSTRY-LEADING
CDMO FOCUSED ON
SMALL AND MID-SIZED
PHARMA CUSTOMERS;
WE AIM TO SUPPORT
THE MOST NEW DRUG
LAUNCHES ON AN
ANNUAL BASIS.

Our commercial strategy is guided by

industry. The firm also has a track record

an educational approach designed to

of growing companies by building on plat-

address the unique needs of these smaller

forms through the addition of comple-

firms. We provide leadership and advice

mentary capabilities, allowing brands to

sized pharmaceutical companies. Alcami

when they are still potential customers

essentially dominate their targeted mar-

supports projects at different stages by

and proactively disseminate information

ket segments.

incorporating three components in all of

on the entire drug development process,

MDP’s sponsorship bolsters Alcami’s

our offerings: concept to clinic, approval

including regulatory compliance require-

business model and approach. As a part-

and post-approval. By focusing on science

ments. Most importantly, Alcami serves

ner, Alcami will be able to leverage the

and technology, first-to-market customer

as more than a contract development and

experience of MDP and its understand-

service/client relations and innovative

manufacturing service provider; we are

ing of the pharmaceutical industry. With

business models, we emphasize our rela-

a true partner to our customers, offering

this support and funding from MDP, Alca-

tionships and put our customers at ease.

educational consulting and other support

mi will be able to continue to invest in a

As an integrated company, we are able to

tailored to — and customized for — their

strong team and be better positioned for

help our clients get to the clinic as rapidly

specific circumstances.

growth.

and efficiently as possible.

With approximately 1,000 employees

We are excited about the opportunity

operating at 10 global locations, Alcami

to expand our talented employee base

FOCUSED INNOVATION THROUGH

provides tailored solutions for small and

and further develop our capabilities.

TAILORED OFFERINGS

mid-size pharmaceutical and biotechnol-

The collective core expertise of the two

Recognizing that most small and mid-sized

ogy companies by offering individualized

companies will enable Alcami to solidify

pharma companies have limited resources,

and integrated services across multiple

our brand and position as we continue

Alcami has developed unique solutions de-

areas. We connect our clients with inno-

to grow. Our customers will also benefit

signed to facilitate our development proj-

vative solutions for API development and

from this sponsorship. The increased

ects. The Extended Workbench Program

manufacturing, solid-state chemistry, for-

financial backing and support we will

is a full-time equivalent (FTE) program tai-

mulation development, analytical devel-

receive translates into increased capabil-

lored to each client that includes dedicated

opment and testing services, clinical and

ities and capacities, including improved

lab space, scientists, project management

commercial finished dosage form manu-

service offerings. Importantly, Ares con-

and technical leadership.

facturing (oral solid dose and parenteral)

tinues to be an investor in Alcami, under-

Likewise, Alcami OnDemand™ is a cus-

and packaging and stability services.

scoring its recognition of what we are

tomer portal and mobile application that

building, our educational approach and

allows Alcami’s clients and prospects

NEW PARTNERSHIP WITH MDP

our ability to reach our goal of becoming

rapid and unprecedented access and

Alcami’s ultimate goal is to become an

a leading CDMO.

visualization into their ongoing projects.

industry-leading contract development

Over 300 customers currently use the

and manufacturing organization (CDMO)

END-TO-END OFFERINGS

service to seamlessly access analytical

focused on small and mid-sized pharma

CDMOs with knowledge about the potential

testing results. The portal will serve as a

customers; we aim to support the most

range of indications for a new drug sub-

single source for customer projects and

new drug launches on an annual basis.

stance, possible synthetic routes and effi-

order management with shared views to

The first phase of Alcami’s 10-year stra-

cient approaches to process optimization

manage orders, libraries of compounds,

tegic plan involved building, integrating

and regulatory approvals can provide the

test results and accounting information.

and forming the company that Alcami is

best possible service to small and mid-

It meets market needs for a simplified
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sample submission process, real-time

commitment to education contribute to

tracking of sample submissions and proj-

our responsiveness and ability to deliver

ects, customer access to historical data

on time, every time.

and transparency.
Our ProForm Select integrated offering

PLATFORM CDMO

addresses API process and formulation

As an integrated, agile CDMO offering

development in parallel, ensuring that

end-to-end services to small and mid-

customers avoid process instabilities and

sized pharma companies, Alcami will fur-

missed clinical milestones.

ther benefit from MDP’s sponsorship by

Subscribers to Alcami’s Protect Your

serving as a platform CDMO for further

Brand program can quickly bridge unex-

acquisitions and growth. Through this

pected gaps in supply without the need to

growth, we expect to continue to impact

commit to a long-term supply agreement.

the structure and operation of the phar-

Three options are available to prevent dis-

maceutical and biotech industry.
There

ruptions from the concept phase through

are

a

number

of

THE NEW PARTNERSHIP
WITH MDP, AN
EXPERIENCED SPONSOR
FOCUSED ON GROWTH,
BEGINS A NEW
JOURNEY FOR ALCAMI
TOWARD OUR NEXT
MILESTONES.

strategic

options for Alcami going forward. We

post-commercialization.
Alcami believes that anticipating cus-

may add capabilities via acquisition and/

tomer needs is the ultimate driver of busi-

or through organic growth, looking at

ness growth. The relationships we estab-

both short- and long-term opportunities.

lish across the pharmaceutical community

MDP’s financial support and experience

Any additions we will make can be con-

are designed to facilitate the implemen-

in the market will ensure that we add the

sidered capability extensions — or exten-

tation of our “customers are a privilege,

right capabilities that are truly differen-

sions of services that are already offered

not a right” and “customer comes first”

tiating, meet clear market demands and

by Alcami. Two important areas include

approach. In addition, our company size

can be readily integrated and successful

biologic drug substance manufacturing

and culture, end-to-end offerings and

from day one.

(not limited to mammalian and microbial)

C

and end-to-end production of cytotoxics/cytostatics in one facility/location.
ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Alcami already provides biologic development, drug product and testing services

Syed T. Husain
Chief Commercial Officer, Alcami Corporation

and the manufacture of highly potent

Syed T. Husain is Alcami’s Chief Commercial Officer and the driving
force behind the organization’s thriving commercial strategy, pioneering
innovative customer experience solutions leading to strong portfolio
diversity and business growth. Husain has over 15 years of leadership
experience in business development, sales, marketing, and operational
roles within the contract development and manufacturing (CDMO)
industry across drug substance and drug product. Syed holds a
Bachelor’s of Science in chemical engineering from the New Jersey
Institute of Technology and an MBA from Cornell University.

tion of highly potent drug products in one

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/syedthusain
Email syed.husain@alcaminow.com

APIs, with end-to-end integrated produclocation as a strategic goal.
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PROOF THAT INDUSTRY CAN CHANGE
When we first began implementing our
educational approach with a focus on
small and medium-sized pharmaceutical
companies, many in the industry were
skeptical; however, we have been successful at building a strong CDMO that
is having an impact on the industry on a
daily basis.
The new partnership with MDP, an

Catherine H. Hanley
Vice President of Marketing & Corporate Communications,
Alcami Corporation
Catherine Hanley, Alcami's brand development and awareness leader,
has 13 years of commercial and operational experience. Integral to her
function are the continuing efforts toward expanding Alcami’s global
presence, thought leadership, customer experience, first-to-market
initiatives, and the implementation of the Inbound Marketing & Sales
strategy along with service launch design to ensure Alcami stays
connected with its clients at every level. Catherine holds a BA from
Franklin & Marshall College and an MBA from the University of Maryland,
Robert H. Smith School of Business.
LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/catherinehanley
Email catherine.hanley@alcaminow.com
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experienced sponsor focused on growth,
begins a new journey for Alcami toward
our next milestones. Together, we will
continue to invest in capabilities that will
enable us to exceed the expectations of
our innovative customer base, including additional education initiatives, new
technologies and technical expertise. We
will also continue to achieve even greater
operational and commercial excellence
in all aspects of our business (people, processes and systems) and implement programs that redefine the role of CDMOs —
always considering the customer first.

P
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> STERILIZATION OF PARENTERALS

arenteral products must under-

(180–200 °C) are required for this method;

packaging. Because of this, there are no

go some form of sterilization,

however, these temperatures are not suit-

further opportunities for contamination

and

is

able for most drug products. Dry heating is

due to human intervention. As mentioned

generally the preferred method.

terminal

sterilization

also not appropriate for aqueous solutions

above, terminal sterilization with moist

Because sterile products man-

and is most commonly used to sterilize

heat (i.e., steam) is recommended by all

ufacturing requires specialized

glassware, metal and other surfaces.

pharmacopeias, typically with heating to

expertise, many pharmaceutical

Exposure to radiation is another steril-

companies rely on contract service pro-

ization method used throughout the indus-

viders. Choosing a CDMO with demon-

try. Gamma radiation is the most common,

EMPHASIS ON VALIDATION

strated success developing and commer-

though other options include infrared

Because sterilization is a crucial process

cializing robust terminal sterilization pro-

and ultraviolet radiation and high-veloc-

in the manufacture of drug products and a

cesses is essential to ensure patient safety.

ity electrons. Radiation is typically used

key step in ensuring patient safety, the pro-

for the sterilization of single-use compo-

cess must be controlled to ensure that the

GROWING DEMAND FOR STERILE DRUGS

nents/systems, but it can be used for pack-

product is of the intended quality based on

Demand for sterile injectable drugs has

aged drug products.

information collected during the manufac-

been increasing steadily in recent years

Treatment with gases is also a steriliza-

turing process. Monitoring is necessary

and will continue to do so, according to

tion alternative. Such gases include ethy-

to ensure compliance with specific good

Transparency Market Research. The firm

lene oxide, formaldehyde, glutaraldehyde,

manufacturing practice (GMP) require-

predicts that the global sterile injectable

propylene oxide, hydrogen peroxide and

ments and sterility assurance.

drug market will expand at a compound

chlorine dioxide. This method is more com-

Extensive testing is conducted dur-

tion process. It is the combination of tem-

annual growth rate of 11.1% from $348.5 bil-

monly used to sterilize clean-room suites.

ing the development process to identify

perature and pressure that generates the

Sterilization via filtration is the only

appropriate sterilization conditions for

conditions necessary to achieve steriliza-

Expansion of the market for biologic

option if the other processes are not suit-

a given API/drug product. The amount of

tion. Therefore, if the right pressure is not

drugs, which can only be injected, is one

able for the specific product or compo-

time during which the unsterilized prod-

reached and maintained, complete steril-

key driver. There is also growing demand

nent. In filtration, the final drug product

uct can sit in the product package without

ization may not be achieved.

for small-molecule parenteral products,

solution is passed through a filter that has

an increase in microbial contamination is

Finally, the effectiveness of the steril-

including heart medications, antibiotics

been produced under aseptic manufactur-

thus determined. The temperature, pres-

ization process with respect to reducing

and analgesics, as well as standard intra-

ing conditions and designed with appro-

sure and time for sterilization must also

the bioburden to specified levels must be

venous glucose, potassium and saline

priate

be measured for each product.

validated. Biological indicators are placed

solutions. Intravenous infusion provides

that remove bacteria via size exclusion,

Once an effective sterilization process

in the product containers before steriliza-

an immediate therapeutic effect by rap-

entrapment, electrostatic attraction and

is developed, it is then subjected to vali-

tion, and confirmation of their destruction

idly delivering medication directly into the

other modalities.

dation. Three key parameters are consid-

following completion of the process pro-

ered during this process: the sterilization

vides the evidence needed.

lion in 2016 to $901.3 billion in 2025.1

TERMINAL STERILIZATION
FOR PARENTERAL
DRUGS: FINDING THE
RIGHT CDMO PARTNER
> BY LLUIS TWOSE, LABORATORIOS GRIFOLS

pore

sizes/surface

chemistries

bloodstream, with most treatments occur-
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be maintained during the steam steriliza-

CAREFUL SELECTION IS ESSENTIAL

temperature, the sterilization time, the

In fact, many different chemical param-

Sterile injectables can be formulated as

Sterilization is often performed under

pressure and the bioburden reduction.

eters are evaluated before and after ster-

concentrated admixtures, which are often

harsh conditions. Selection of an appro-

Another important parameter to take into

ilization to confirm the effectiveness of

freeze-dried in glass vials and require dilu-

priate sterilization method requires an in-

consideration is the holding time between

the sterilization process. Ultimately, sev-

tion before administration, or as diluted,

depth understanding of the physicochemi-

vial/bag filling and sterilization.

eral key analytical methods are selected

premixed solutions packaged in flexible

cal properties of the drug substance and

The time allowed between filling and

plastic bags.

the characteristics of the final formulated

sterilization depends on the nature of

product. Sterilization methods using high

the parenteral solution and its propensity

NUMEROUS STERILIZATION METHODS

heat or radiation will, for instance, cause

to culture microbes. For some solutions,

TERMINAL STERILIZATION AT GRIFOLS

To ensure patient safety, parenteral/in-

degradation of most biologic drug sub-

e.g., concentrated salt solutions, there is

Grifols uses many different sterilization

jectable drug products must be sterilized

stances. For biopharmaceutical products,

little likelihood that microbes will grow.

processes across its various operations.

to destroy any potential microbial contam-

therefore, sterile filtration under aseptic

For others, however, e.g., glucose solu-

For parenteral drug products, however, we

inants (fungi, bacteria).

conditions is required.

tions, there is a high likelihood of micro-

use terminal steam sterilization wherever

bial growth. The hold times for the latter

possible owing to its reliability and in ac-

solutions must be kept to a minimum.

cordance with pharmacopeia guidelines.

ring in hospitals.

and validated for use during commercial
manufacturing.

The most common sterilization method

Small-molecule APIs may also be sensi-

involves heating under pressure in the

tive to heat or radiation. In some cases,

presence of water to generate steam; this

one of these methods may be suitable. In

It is also essential during sterilization

We have the capacity to sterilize approxi-

method is recommended by various phar-

others, it may only be necessary to slightly

that the desired temperature is reached

mately 70 million units per year, including

macopeias. Generally, steam sterilization

reduce the sterilization temperature and

within all areas of the autoclave and is

both Grifols products and products pro-

is performed in an autoclave and can be

extend the process time.

maintained throughout the process. For

duced for our customers.

used for drug products, medical devices,
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121 °C at 15 psi for 15 minutes.

SELECTION OF AN
APPROPRIATE STERILIZATION
METHOD REQUIRES AN
IN-DEPTH UNDERSTANDING
OF THE PHYSICOCHEMICAL
PROPERTIES OF THE DRUG
SUBSTANCE AND THE
CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE FINAL FORMULATED
PRODUCT.

successful validation, it is necessary to

We view sterilization as the most critical

plastic bags and other single-use equip-

WHY TERMINAL STERILIZATION

demonstrate that all positions within the

process that we manage. As such, we have

ment, glass containers, surgical dressings

Terminal sterilization is the preferred

autoclave, including the coldest locations,

established a robust validation process to

and more.

method for drug products because, in this

reach the required temperature for the

ensure that each drug product produced

Sterilization can also be achieved via

process, sterilization takes place after the

required length of time.

by Grifols meets the highest quality stan-

dry heating. Much higher temperatures

product has been filled into the primary

Similarly, the appropriate pressure must

dards. Terminal sterilization of parenteral
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THREE KEY PARAMETERS
ARE CONSIDERED
DURING VALIDATION:
THE STERILIZATION
TEMPERATURE, THE
STERILIZATION TIME,
THE PRESSURE AND
THE BIOBURDEN
REDUCTION.

drug products is performed at 121 °C when

While standard saline/glucose solutions

terminal sterilization for nearly 50 years.

and small-molecule drug products manu-

In fact, we mainly produce sterile inject-

factured in premixed bags require termi-

able products. Our customers bring their

nal sterilization, the processes for each

projects to us because we have extensive

can be quite different. Saline and glucose

experience autoclaving IV solutions and

solutions are not easily degraded. Histori-

a wide range of small-molecule parenteral

cally, sterilization of these solutions has

drug products with varying properties, as

been performed using overkill cycles with

well as challenging nutritional products

long process times.

and medical devices. Our knowledge base

Drug products based on APIs cannot

includes designing customized steriliza-

typically withstand the conditions tradi-

tion cycles with respect to temperature,

tionally used for IV solutions. Because

pressure and time.

sterilization must be accomplished with-

Grifols has also demonstrated the abil-

out causing any degradation of the API,

ity to develop effective validation pro-

terminal sterilization processes have to be

cesses for terminal sterilization of par-

customized in order to meet the specific

enteral products. In 2007, we became the

properties of each small-molecule drug

first Spanish company to obtain regulatory

product.

approval for parametric release of paren-

possible. For heat-sensitive APIs, a lower

The sterilization of drug products in

teral solutions in glass and flexible con-

temperature is used for a longer process

premixed bags also requires consider-

tainers from our EMA- and FDA-certified

time. For example, lipid emulsions under-

ation of the potential impact of the plastic

production plants in Barcelona and Mur-

go degradation at 121 °C but can withstand

bags used to contain the products. Recent-

cia, Spain. We expect to have the paramet-

sterilization at 115 °C.

ly, regulatory agencies have emphasized

ric release approval from the U.S. FDA in a

For medical devices and product com-

the need for drug manufacturers to con-

short period of time.

ponents, such as plastic (twist-off) stop-

firm that no leachables or extractables are

Parametric release is authorized for

pers used in the manufacture of premixed

generated during terminal sterilization at

companies that have historically shown

parenterals, gamma radiation is used as a

high temperatures.

excellent sterility test results and high

cost-effective, easy-to-implement method

Grifols is working closely with its plastic

consistency in their overall quality sys-

that does not require drying (which is the

suppliers to ensure that the plastic bags

tems. It is a guarantee that the product has

case with steam). Steam sterilization is

we use for our premixed drug product solu-

attained the desired quality and is based

performed in-house. Sterilization by gas

tions do not have leachable/extractable

on information collected during manufac-

or gamma radiation is performed by third-

issues that can impact patient health. Our

turing according to GMP.

party providers with the necessary special-

approach includes not only careful selec-

It also reflects the culture of quality,

ized equipment and expertise.

tion of resin composition, but also the

effective quality systems and commitment

design and control of sterilization process-

to continuous improvement and ongoing

SPECIALISTS IN PREMIXED BAGS

es that minimize the potential for leach-

achievement to the highest quality levels

Both governments and the pharmaceutical

able and extractable formation — while still

that drives Grifols.

industry prefer that parenteral drug solu-

ensuring effective sterilization.

P

tions be prepared by the manufacturer,
rather than the hospital/caregiver, to re-

LONG HISTORY OF QUALITY

duce risk and ensure greater patient safe-

STERILIZATION PERFORMANCE

ty. The use of premixed bags eliminates

Grifols has been producing sterile prod-

the need for dilution and ensures compli-

ucts for nearly 75 years and performing

Grifols guides pharmaceutical companies
through the process of switching from
concentrated formula to pre-mixed solution
in ready-to-use flexible bags
Visit us at:

CPhI Worldwide
October 9th - 11th
IFEMA, Feria de Madrid,
Madrid
Booth 3F102

Contact us:

partnership@grifols.com
www.partnership.grifols.com
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Director in a manufacturing plant focused on intravenous products for an
additional eight years. He is currently the global Managing Director for
Grifols Laboratorios.

ing bags of glucose, saline and other intravenous solutions for cardiovascular drugs,
analgesic drugs, antibiotics, etc. for many
years. As a CDMO, we apply this experience to the formulation of small-molecule
parenteral products in premixed bags and

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/luis-twose-gar%C3%A7on-18b845a7
Email lluis.twose@grifols.com

have successfully manufactured many
drugs based on a number of different APIs.
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> REGULATORY GUIDANCE

MEETING REGULATORY
REQUIREMENTS:
RISING TO THE CHALLENGE
WITH A TRUSTED
EQUIPMENT PARTNER
> ADAM COVITT, FEDERAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY

Drug developers and manufacturers face a number of
challenges today, many of which are directly correlated
with the increasingly stringent and complex regulatory
demands and pressures being imposed on the industry.
Pharmaceutical suppliers are tasked with responding to
ever-evolving changes in regulatory requirements, which
impact everything within an organization — from operations
to the way trials are conducted and how drugs are
disseminated, labeled, packaged and even consumed.
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A

s the largest stocking dealer of

innovate, with some manufacturers going

lot number, expiration date, national drug

ing has since been echoed, and it seems

used manufacturing equipment,

above and beyond Track and Trace regula-

code (or NDC), and a serial number.” Each

only a matter of time before this guidance

with over 60 years of experi-

tory requirements, to the point where each

serial number must be unique to each

becomes standard, and facilities that do

ence successfully operating as

drug product — down to the individual pill —

package or case, which must be able to

not adapt to the impending trend are left

partners within the industry,

is labeled. This is in keeping with the larger

be read by both humans and machines in

behind.

Federal Equipment Company

effort to increase accountability within the

order “to enable product tracing through-

It is likely that the move to continuous

has the background and the

supply chain and prioritize patient safety.

out the supply chain and enable all trading

processing will occur, especially as it is

partners to better detect illegitimate prod-

seen as a way to ensure traceability. Lee

ucts within the supply chain.”1

points out, “Continuous manufacturing

bandwidth to provide facilities with an up-

The FDA has mandated serialization

date based on our wide array of inventory.

through the Drug Supply Chain Security
Act (DSCA) and issued a guidance for iden-

Though not an official mandate, the

may allow for more flexible tracking and

CURRENT AND FUTURE REGULATORY

tifying products. The DSCA had to be post-

FDA has also placed an emphasis on con-

tracing, which would be an advantage in

CHALLENGES

poned a full year (from 2017 to 2018), as

tinuous manufacturing, advocating for

the event of a product failure. For exam-

There are a number of regulatory chal-

the industry was generally underprepared

the transition to this automated process-

ple, in batch manufacturing, a specific

lenges facing manufacturers, though per-

to conform to these product requirements

ing approach. In May 2017, Sau Lee, Dep-

quantity (or batch) of a drug is defined by

haps the most buzzed about within the

within the allotted time.1 One DSCA stipu-

uty Director of the Office of Testing and

the size of the equipment that produced

industry include serialization and the pro-

lation is the product identifier guidance,

Research for the Center for Drug Evalua-

it. In continuous manufacturing, a quan-

motion of continuous manufacturing. The

which goes into effect in November 2018

tion and Research, published a guidance

tity (or batch) can be delineated by a time

FDA has mandated that all manufacturers

and stipulates that each prescription drug

on the regulatory agency’s official web-

stamp, amount of drug produced or the

conform to stringent but generally broad

package and case must include a unique

site. In the piece, Lee discusses the appeal

amount of raw input material. These track-

requirements for serialization. All compa-

identity marker to allow members of the

of a move to continuous manufacturing

ing methods permit the manufacturer

nies must arrive at a solution, though how

supply chain to easily classify drug pack-

and how it will update the industry, making

to isolate a smaller amount of defective

they actually do so is widely open-ended,

ages throughout all phases.

operations as a whole more cost-effective

material in the event of a process failure,

and there is ample room for interpreta-

The FDA has outlined that the trace-

and efficient.2 This push to upgrade facili-

which leads to less waste and less chance

tion. This has given companies a chance to

able marker must include “the product’s

ties from batch to continuous process-

of a shortage.”2
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This is followed by the observation that

the process of acquiring new solid dose

the transition to automation has already

equipment through our subsidiary part-

begun for chemical and petrochemical

ner Techceuticals. Techceuticals provides

industries. A move to continuous manu-

equipment training and troubleshooting

facturing is perceived as the safer option

to ensure that operators are using equip-

and as a way to preserve equipment. Addi-

ment properly over the long term.

tionally, automation of operations will
allow issues to be detected faster, before

THE CHALLENGE OF SOURCING EQUIPMENT

failure occurs.2

Sourcing equipment provides its own set
of challenges. For instance, will the equip-

AN EMPHASIS ON EQUIPMENT: RELYING ON

ment be a good fit within the facility? Is

AN EQUIPMENT PARTNER

it the right machine? How can you ensure

With such a seismic shift in opera-

that a team is fully trained and able to

tions comes a host of challenges. These

operate the equipment? There are numer-

include cost issues, potential issues with

ous issues raised when simply adding or

spacing and concerns about the obsoles-

removing a piece of machinery, let alone

cence of current equipment and having to

starting or expanding a facility. This is

source an alternative. These regulatory

why you need an equipment provider you

measures are affecting operations sig-

can trust.

WORKING WITH A
RELIABLE, TRUSTED AND
EXPERIENCED EQUIPMENT
PARTNER CAN MAKE A
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
IN MEETING FEDERALLY
IMPOSED REGULATIONS,
MOST OFTEN ON
AN ABBREVIATED
TIMELINE AND UNDER A
CONSTRAINED BUDGET.

nificantly, and the majority of change is
centered on equipment.

A SOURCING STRATEGY: PROCURING
USED EQUIPMENT AND RELYING ON

make a significant difference in meeting

for and conform to all DSCA measures,

REPUTABLE COMPANIES

federally imposed regulations, most often

updated equipment is a must. Equip-

In order to address these challenges, a

on an abbreviated timeline and under a

ment needs are constantly changing in

manufacturing organization must do their

constrained budget.

an evolving regulatory landscape. In the

research and determine what is needed

Investing in equipment is taxing on

case of serialization, partnering with an

from an equipment partner. There are

all fronts, which is why the best strategic

organization such as Federal Equipment

many advantages to sourcing used equip-

option is working with a trusted company

Company is an opportunity for a manu-

ment, such as cost and lead time. Lead

like Federal Equipment Company that is as

facturing organization looking to make a

time for a new machine, including selec-

invested in your machinery as you are.

smooth transition during a time of regula-

tion, customization, factory acceptance

tory upheaval.

test (FAT) and site acceptance test (SAT)

In order for a company to fully prepare

This same logic applies to continu-

can take months. A used machine can be

ous manufacturing requirements. A firm

sourced, shipped and installed immedi-

looking to differentiate themselves from

ately: a time-saving and contract-saving

other manufacturing partners is likely

way to upgrade any plant.3

to begin the transition to integrated and

Federal Equipment Company partners

automated operations. Although this is an

with top original equipment manufactur-

expensive — not to mention labor-inten-

ers (OEMs) to bring customers peace of

sive — process in the immediate term,

mind that the right machine is selected

the long-term benefits are considerable.

and can be installed and serviced post-

The firms that make the transition to

purchase. Working with a reliable, trusted

continuous processing or that “modern-

and experienced equipment partner can

When you
think equipment,
think Federal Equipment

P
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 Nice Insight and the Pharma’s Almanac editorial team would like to thank all the companies participating in this

quarter’s edition. The following are the profiles of the industry-leading companies that have appeared in this issue.

IPOs

The Biotech Boom

investment. While part of this year’s
boom is attributable to the accelerating

Biotech IPOs are commanding a larger market share
than the year before — and this trend shows no signs
of slowing down.

pace of innovation, particularly datadriven innovation, the bullish conditions
are further encouraging companies that
may have remained private under other
circumstances to take the plunge.
This overall upward swing (or at least
steadiness) has led to what is known
as “crossover investment,”1 with hedge
funds and related institutions betting
on biotech; Fidelity and Deerfield Management are exemplary companies that

Alcami Corporation is a world-class supplier of comprehensive pharmaceutical
development and manufacturing services. With ten global locations, Alcami’s
combined capabilities include API development and manufacturing, solid-state
chemistry,
formulation
development,
analytical development and testing services, clinical and commercial finished
dosage-form manufacturing (oral solid
dose and parenteral), packaging and stability services.

have comfortably “crossed over” via
their sponsorships in the health sector.1

Avara Pharmaceutical Services was
founded by a team of industry veterans
who, through personal experience, understand both sides of the contract manufacturing market. A state-of-the-art contract
development and manufacturing organization, Avara provides API and bulk drug formulation and manufacturing as well as primary and secondary packaging services for
solid dose drugs, including highly potent
compounds. The company’s manufacturing technologies include granulation, coating, blending, encapsulation, compression
and drying of tablets and capsules.

Brammer Bio is an experienced viral vector
CDMO supporting gene therapies, and is
focused on process and analytical development, and clinical and commercial supply.
With more than a decade of experience,
our 450-strong, highly skilled team has
managed over 100 client projects delivering
first-in-human clinical materials to accelerate our client’s products from the laboratory to patients in need. We work in close
collaboration with each client’s team to deliver successful programs.

Of course, how long this will last or if
the investments are worth it has yet to
be determined; the principal takeaway
is that — regardless of whether a biotech

www.alcaminow.com

www.avara.com

www.brammerbio.com

+1 910 254 7000

+1 203 683 8024

+1 386 418 8199

nearly impossible journey from clinical

2320 Scientific Park Drive

401 Merritt 7

250 Binney Street

to commercial and even beyond to break

Wilmington, NC 28405

Norwalk, CT 06851

Cambridge, MA 02142

company has demonstrated results, or
if a drug has what it takes to make the

his year has been marked by a

worrisome board at ease. Companies are

through — a biotech IPO is perceived to

growing economy. One stand-

cashing in on a pharma-friendly trading

have intrinsic value. The market has yet

out sector benefitting from a

floor, where a combination of factors has

to differentiate one company from the

bullish trading environment

contributed to the stellar performance of

next; what’s good enough for Wall Street

has been biotech IPOs, which are cur-

these biotech IPOs, again, starting with a

is that biotechs are booming right now,

rently experiencing what can only be re-

decidedly bullish market in general. By

and that seems to be all that matters on

ferred to as a boom. Biotech IPOs are be-

the midpoint of this year, there had been

the trading floor.

ing saturated with capital as soon as they

more biotech IPOs than in all of 2017; if

enter the market, and just how much is

this pace keeps up, 2018 may witness the

quite staggering. In one week, eight bio-

most IPOs in a single year. This biotech

tech companies were able to command

boom is all the more striking given the

$645 million, adding to a $3.3 billion to-

relative reticence exhibited toward pub-

tal market value.1

lic offerings in the technology segment
this year.

A Biotech IPO Boom

P

Regardless of whether a biotech company has demonstrated results, or if a drug
has what it takes to make the
nearly impossible journey from
clinical to commercial and even
beyond to break through —
a biotech IPO is perceived to
have intrinsic value.

CapsCanada is a leading innovator of
empty hard capsules and capsule technologies for the pharmaceutical and nutraceutical markets. With 30 years of experience
manufacturing high-quality capsules for
medicines and supplements, CapsCanada
serves global markets from facilities in
Tecumseh, Ontario, Canada and Barranquilla, Colombia. CapsCanada’s K-CAPS®
vegetarian HPMC capsules are preferred
among pharmaceutical and supplement
makers in over 60 countries, and its vertically integrated gelatin supply chain guarantees
the integrity of its gelatin from sourcing to
distribution.

Capua BioServices is a global provider of
high-quality services in the field of custom
microbial process development and manufacturing. We offer dedicated solutions for
proteins, (high-value) small molecules and
microorganisms for applications in pharma,
food, feed and other bio-industrial markets. We are one of the largest independent
microbial contract manufacturing facilities
located in Western Europe, with a total fermentation capacity of about 1400 m3. Our
company is headquartered in Capua (Italy)
with approximately 190 employees. Over
the past 50 years, we have built a track record based on our extensive experience in
working with a variety of bacterial, yeast and
fungal systems.

With over a decade serving the global pharmaceutical market and rapid expansion to
include three renowned manufacturing
sites with excellent regulatory records,
Cenexi is a contract development and
manufacturing organization (CDMO) that
has rapidly built a strong reputation for its
fill/finish expertise, innovation and highquality products. Cenexi is sharply focused
on surpassing customer expectations with
its wide range of dosage forms, extensive
capacity, deep technical and regulatory
expertise, and commitment to exceptional
customer service.

Given the upward trend of previous IPOs,

A Convergence of Drivers

there should be no surprise that other

Aside from that, the recent tax relief

biotech companies directly followed

package has given companies the initia-

suit, deciding that now is the time to

tive needed to undergo more mergers

enter the market, or at least inform the

and acquisitions and licensing deals,

market. Directly following the buzzed

which has made the sector even more

about pharma-friendly week of trading,

lucrative and ripe to receive Wall Street

five additional biotechs declared their

dollars. This is evident even when exam-

plans to go public, with a subsequent

ining trends present earlier in the year,

four joining the ranks — going from an-

when public biotechs were rewarded af-

www.capscanada.com

www.capuabioservices.com

www.cenexi.com

nounced to full-blown IPOs.1

ter pricing their shares at their desired

+1 866 788 2888

+39 0823 628111

+33 1 43 94 88 00
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It seems that if there was any hesita-

opening rate. Performance continued

tion before, these patterns are enough

at a steady rate following the open-

to totally dispel it, putting even the most

ing, which thus attracted even further
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For over 30 years, CRB USA has specialized in delivering high-quality bioprocess
facilities that are safe, reliable and sustainable. CRB provides services across the
entire project life cycle, from conceptual
design through preliminary and detailed
design, construction, commissioning and
validation. The company has more than
900 employees across 14 offices and hundreds of project locations around the
world. CRB offers a range of services from
packaging solutions, fill/finish design and
aseptic processing to operations improvement solutions.

 Nice Insight and the Pharma’s Almanac editorial team would like to thank all the companies participating in this

quarter’s edition. The following are the profiles of the industry-leading companies that have appeared in this issue.

Grifols is a global healthcare company with
a legacy of improving people’s health and
well-being through the development of lifesaving plasma medicines, hospital pharmacy products and diagnostic technology for
clinical use. The company is present in more
than 100 countries worldwide, with headquarters in Barcelona, Spain. Grifols Partnership is a business-to-business contract
development and manufacturing platform
for sterile solutions and lipid emulsions with
over 75 years’ experience in producing intravenous solutions for the pharmaceutical
industry.

For more than 50 years, Federal Equipment
Company has been a trusted equipment supplier to the pharmaceutical,
chemical and plastics industries. With
thousands of pieces of inventory in
stock, Federal Equipment is dedicated
to providing customers with immediate
access to quality used equipment at
competitive prices. Additionally, Federal
Equipment offers a complete array of
investment recovery and asset disposition
services, including appraisals, auctions
and liquidations, equipment purchase and
removal, as well as consignment sales to
dispose of idle and surplus equipment.

SPI Pharma serves over 55 countries with
formulation innovation, technical assistance
and troubleshooting support. SPI Pharma’s
products include antacid actives, excipients,
taste-masking technology, drug delivery
systems for tablets, fast-dissolve technologies and a variety of other creative offers
for patient-friendly dosage formats. They
focus solely on the pharmaceutical market,
ensuring their best-in-class products provide
exceptional quality by meeting or exceeding
global regulatory requirements.

UPM Pharmaceuticals is a Bristol, TN–
based independent drug-development and
contract manufacturer serving the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries. The
company provides pharmaceutical drug
development services — including formulation development, cGMP manufacturing, analytical methods development and
stability testing — from concept to commercialization. UPM’s focus is on drug
development for dosages with oral routes
of administration, in solid dosage forms
such as capsules and tablets, and semisolid
creams and ointments.

www.grifols.com

Vetter is a global contract development and
manufacturing organization (CDMO) headquartered in Ravensburg, Germany, with
production facilities in Germany and the
United States. The company has long-term
experience offering services ranging from
early development support including clinical
manufacturing, to commercial supply and
various packaging solutions for vials, syringes and cartridges. Vetter’s customers range
from small and midsize to the world’s top 20
pharmaceutical and biotech companies. As
a leading solution provider, the CDMO recognizes its responsibility in supporting the
needs of its customers in developing devices
that contribute to increased patient safety,
convenience, and enhanced compliance.

+1 34 93 5710200
www.crbusa.com

Avinguda de la Generalitat, 152

www.fedequip.com

www.spipharma.com

www.upm-inc.com

www.vetter-pharma.com

+1 816 880 9800

Parc Empresarial Can Sant Joan

+1 800 652 2466

+1 800 789 9755

+1 423 989 8000

+49 (0)751 3700 0

1251 NW Briarcliff Parkway, Suite 500

08174 Sant Cugat del Vallès,

8200 Bessemer Avenue

503 Carr Road, Suite 210

501 5th Street

Eywiesenstrasse 5

Kansas City, MO 64116

Barcelona, Spain

Cleveland, OH 44127

Wilmington, DE 19809

Bristol, TN 37620

88212 Ravensburg, Germany

Marken maintains the leading position
for direct-to-patient services and biological sample shipments, and offers a stateof-the-art GMP-compliant depot network
and logistic hubs worldwide. Marken’s staff
members manage 50,000 drug and biological shipments every month at all temperature ranges in more than 150 countries.
Additional services such as biological kit
production, ancillary material sourcing,
storage and distribution, and shipment
lane qualifications — as well as GDP, regulatory and compliance consultancy — add to
Marken’s unique position in the pharma and
logistics industry.

Founded in 1927, Rentschler Biopharma
SE is a family-owned and independent fullservice CDMO and outsourcing partner for
the bioprocess development, cGMP manufacturing and aseptic filling of biopharmaceuticals. The company guarantees rapid
decision-making and efficient, smooth-running processes, while keeping project timelines. Rentschler has experience in various
molecules such as antibodies, fusion proteins and enzymes. Headquartered in Laupheim, Germany, the company serves over
100 clients worldwide, with a commitment
to sustainability and using the most energyefficient appliances.

Servier provides fully integrated manufacturing and supply chain services for small
molecules and drug product, from development and clinical supply up to commercial
launch. Servier includes a worldwide footprint with eleven state-of-the-art facilities,
a proven track record in chemical synthesis,
pharmaceutical formulation, development
and manufacturing, and a complete range
of services offering full flexibility. Services
include process and analytical development, pilot production and industrial scale
production, and a regulatory dossier, in collaboration with the Servier network.

www.marken.com

www.rentschler-biopharma.com

www.servier-cdmo.com

+1 800 627 5361

+49 7392 701-0

+33 1 55 72 60 00

1009 Slater Road, Suite 120

Erwin-Rentschler-Str. 21

50 Rue Carnot

Durham, NC 27703

88471 Laupheim, Germany

92284 Suresnes, France
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